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Budget cuts oust
eleven BSU faculty,
raise student fees
Seven academic programs and 11 faculty who
were part of the BSU family last spring are now gone
in the wake of budget cuts imposed earlier this
summer because of an anticipated drop in state tax
receipts.
The cuts came after state fiscal analysts predicted
that the recessionary economy would not produce
enough revenue to meet budgets that were set by
the legislature last winter.
To make up the predicted shortfaJI of about S40
million, Governor John Evans asked state agencies to
cut an average of 8.5 percent from their budgets just
as fiscal year 1983 started in July.
That translated to a !10.2 million trimming job for
the State Board of Education, which raised full·time
student fees SSO per semester and declared a state of
financial exigency to allow universities to lay faculty
and staff off with 30 day's notice.
Boise State's share of the cut amounted to
Sl,I39,000.
With its operating budget already bare bones from
previous cuts, BSU had to turn to programs to make
up the difference, said academic vice-president
Richard Bullington.
"A reduction of this magnitude could not be

President pledges
search for revenue
as anniversary goal
After spending most of the summer presiding over
a S1.1 million cut in the universty's budget,BSU

school's 50th anniversary as an occasion to honor
traditions that began back in 1932 .. . and to call to
public attention the importance of BSU.
"Viewed in terms of our entire history, things do
look considerably different and more positive.
"It remains for us here now, who know ourselves
in terms of our inheritance, to begin the next half
century with the strength and confidence Bishop
Barnwell exhibited five decades ago.
"If it is not apparent to the business and municipal

president John Keiser welcomed the faculty and staff

interests of Boise and the entire region how critical

school's "single most important goal is to point out

the role of this institution is to their future, we must
make it so."

back for the fall semester with the pledge that the
the need for more revenue."

Delivering his annual fall address to a standing
room only crowd of 450 in the Special Events Cen
ter, Keiser said "State leadership,like that at the
national level, must recognize that even maintenance
of minimal services required by the public requires
the unfortunate combination of cutting expenditures
and increasing tax revenues.
"We have been cutting back for four years.It is
now time for careful examination and resulting
action on the tax structure," he said.
Keiser said the state could raise additional
revenue by eliminating some of the production
exemptions from the sales tax or by adding another
penny to the sales tax.
"Those who reject these suggestions and indicate
they support either public or higher education must
be asked to elaborate.
"Our need is as serious,I believe, as when the jun
ior college district was created to meet an earlier
crisis.Hopefully,the people will be as responsive.
"Taken selectively, the events of the last few
months might well lead to skepticism,cynicism, and
even fear.It is fair to ask if the public truly appre
ciates what we do at Boise State University, given the
number of students turned away and faculty and staff

�s�tio�s lost, the resistance to equitable funding of
mstttuttons, and the declining portion of the state
budget devoted to higher education in the state of
Idaho.

"Regardless of how much money the state has,

.
tssues other than higher education have become rel
atively more important in the eyes of decision mak
ers given the percentage of support provided them."
Keiser then asked the faculty and staff to use the

Boise State has three sponsors ...the Episcopal
Church, business and industry, and government ...

(ConUnued on page13)

Fiftieth Anniversary
falls on labor Day
On Sept.6 it will be fifty years to the day since
Bishop Middleton Barnwell opened the doors to
Boise Junior College.
That date will go unmarked at BSU since it coin·
cides this year with Labor Day.But the university

will more than make up for that with a week-long

absorbed from operating expense and capital
equipment budgets, which support academic
programs.
"In order to meet the requirements of the cut,
faculty positions and programs had to be hurt," Bul
lington said.
Degree programs that were eliminated included
bachelor's degrees and BA teaching options in Ger
man and Spanish, and assodate degrees in fashion
merchandising, secretarial science, and word
processing.
The degree in criminal justice administration was
also due for elimination but was saved when the
State Board of Education trransfered S42,100 from a
maintenance account to BSU.
The programs that were eliminated represent
about 120 majors who will either have to switch
their degree goals or transfer to another school.
About 50 course sections were cut from the fall
schedule because of the,. faculty layoffs.Some 750
students enrolled in those courses when they were
offered Last fall.
Eleven faculty members, four of them with tenure,
lost their jobs. Some, such as Penny Schoonover,
German; Jerry Jose, Spanish; Geraldine Johnson,
fashion merchandising; and Janet Carlton and
Marilyn Butler, both office administration; taught in
programs that were eliminated.
Others,namely Michael Blain, sociology; Lyle
Campbell, auto mechanics; Clark Swain,education;

belated birthday party later in September.

Founders' Week Sept.20·26 will feature three

concerts by nationally known performers, dedication
of the BSU Pavilion, an original symphony,an original
play, and a dinner to honor the 50th anniversary.
The action-packed week begins on Monday with a
concert by the rock group Rush. That begins at 8
p.m. in the Pavilion

BSU will 1oponsor a concert by the world·famous

The September Issue of FOCUS will take an In
depth look at the financial crunch which has
impacted higher education in Idaho. The eight
page special section will explain the recent cuts
in detail, as well as cover the causes and reauHs
of the cuts In Idaho. The lnue Is sch8duled for
pubHcatJon about Sept. 20.

Mormon Tabernacle Choir and Boise Philharmonic
on Friday at 8 p.m. in the Pavilion. That concert will
be preceded by the Pavilion dedicaton ceremony.
The Choir has been heard by millions through its
concerts,radio and television broad<.-asts, and
records. It just returned from a tour to the Scandan·
avian countries and England.

On Saturday BSU will host a S25 per plate Found

ers' Dinner for 400 guests in the Student Union

Building beginning at 5:30 p.m.Guests will be enter

(ConUnued on page I)

Mike Short and Mary Scholes,related subjects in vo

�ech; and Sharon Gollick, health occupations; taught

10 programs that were trimmed, but not eliminated.

Three departments with heavy enrollment pres
sures, comunication, math, and English, were going
to add one faculty member each, but those positions
were also cut.

(ConUnued on page 13)
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The Hopper-Thomason clarinet
and guitar duo will play baroque to
blues music in the first BSU faculty
recttal of the year Friday, Sept. 17.
The program will be at 8:15 p.m.
in the Spectal Events Center
james Hopper, who also plays the
recorder, will perform with mezzo
soprano Catherine Elliott, accompan
ied by Dr. Gerald Schroeder. Rob
Matson, guitarist, will also assist with
the program.
Hopper, George Thomason and
Elliott have all soloed with the BOISe
Philharmonic Orchestra, as well as in
concerts in surrounding states, and
Elliott has sung leading roles with the
Boise Civic Opera.
Schroeder, an accompanist for
many recttal artists, has appeared in
such Boise productions as Vaudeville
Revisited and Side by Side by
Sondbelm.

All of the BSU faculty �ts have
served as music clinicians and judges
throughout the Northwest.
General admission to the recital is
S3 with children and senior citizens
admitted for S 1. BSU personnel and
students may attend free of charge.
Proceeds from the BSU Faculty
Artists Series benefit the Boise State
Music Department scholarship fund.

Board names
'

new officers
Newly elected officers and
members of the University/Commu
nity Health Sciences Association, Inc.
Board of Directors were recently
announced by Dr. Victor H. Duke,
dean of the BSU School of Health
Sciences.
President of the non-profit assoda
tion for 1982-83 is Dr. M. M. Burk
holder, a Boise physictan.
Edith MiUer Klein, member of the
Idaho Senate and an attorney with
Langroise, Sullivan, and Smylie, will
sen>e as vice president. Dr. Donald L
Pape, a Boise dentist, is the associa 
tion's secretary, and Bernice B. Corn

stock. Boise,

its treasurer.

New members of the board of

2

directors are Armand Bird, former
executive director of the Idaho Med
ical association; Marge Ewing, former
member of the Boise City Council;
Dr.Clayton C. Morgan, 1981-82 pres
ident of the Idaho Medical Associa
tion, all Boise;
Sybil Ferguson, Rexburg, founder
and president of Diet Centers, Inc.;
and Dorothy L. Reynolds, Caldwell,
former member of the Idaho House
of Representatives.
The association was organized last
year to further the development of
the BSU School of Health Sciences
and area health services by encour
aging excellence in the Boise State
health._professions programs.
It also conducts campaigns and
accepts contributions to BSU for
enrichment and promotion of area
health care through the Boise State
programs.
·

Hausrath leads
math team
to Colombia
Boise State University mathematics
professor Dr. Alan Hausrath was
awarded a grant of almost S 10,000 to
lead a team of three other mathema
ticians who lectured and taught
short courses in their specialties in
Colombia, South America this
summer.
Hausrath, who speaks Spanish flu
ently. lectured on mathematics edu
cation and mathematical biology at
the twelfth colloquium and the
second applied mathematics seminar
of the Colombian Mathematical
Society july 19·Aug. 6 in Cali.
"This is a particularly good time to
be lecturing on mathematics educa
tion. since Colombia has just had a
presidential election and the new
administration may be disposed to
reform the entire mathematics cur
riculum from bottom to top," Haus
rath said.
The Colombian Mathematical
Society plans to he deeply involved in
that process. he said.
Hausrath has prt"\iously taught at
the University of the Andes in Merida,
Venezuala. and also lectured at the
first seminar in applied mathematics
in Colombia in 1982.

Graduates of Boise State Universi·
ty's sodal work program seem to be
faring well in the job market, a survey
conducted by a BSU professor shows.
"The results thus far indicate a 75
percent involvement in social work
upon completion of the program. In
the face of diminished funding for
social service programs, the high
percent of employed social work
graduates remains constant," said
David Johnson, social work research
director, who conducted the survey.
Johnson sent questionnaries in May
to 86 social work graduates of the
1979 through 1981 classes. Of the 40
who have responded so far, 27 are
working in the social work field,
three are in graduate school and 1 0
are either homemakers or employed
in some other field.
Most students majoring in social
work are women in their late 20s and
early 30s and women who dropped
out of school and later returned to
complete their educations, Johnson
said.
Many of the women are seeking
only part-time work in the field, he
said.
johnson said he was surprised to
find so many graduates working in
the private sector instead of for public agencies.
"There are 145 private and non
profit agencies in Ada County ...
Those-provide part-time and full-time
jobs for BSU social work graduates,"
he said. "They (graduates) seem to
find out those positions that are
available."
The survey will be conducted
yearly to monitor the career devel
opment and mobility of social work
graduates and to provide labor force
information t� the Council on Social
Work Education, johnson said.
The survey will show if graduates
are successful in finding social work
jobs, how many decide to continue
their education and whether they are
working primarily in the public or
private sector.

Order PIPP
The Boise State University Poetry
in Public Places (PIPP) poster series
will be available for the seventh year
this fall to libraries, schools, galleries,
hospitals, retirement and nursing
homes, and businesses.
The colorful, free series of poetry
written by BSU students is sponsored
by the Boise State English Depart
ment to promote the visual use of
poetry in public places.
Poetry printed on the posters is
selected from works published in the
BSU award-winning literary magazine,
the cold drill. The posters include
explanatory notes on the poems and
authors.
Subscriptions to the nine-month
poster series will be offered through
August and may be ordered by writ
ing to PIPP, BSU English Department,
1910 University Drive. Boise, 10
83725.
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Exam needed
for graduation
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Boise State students planning to

graduate under requirements listed

in the 1982-83 and future BSU catal

.

t

ogs must now pass a competency
examination in written English.
The examination will also be

required of transfer students to Boise

state and students returning after

absences of several years, according

to Dr. Charles G. Davis, chainnan of

Choir director Jerold Ott ley

Famed choir
perforf11S at dedication
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir

from Salt Lake City, Utah, will be in

Boise Friday, Sept. 24, to perform at

the dedication ceremony of the BSU
Pavilion.
The choir will be acompanied by

the Boise Philharmonic Orchestra in

a concert that begins at 8 p.m. in the
Pavilion.

Tickets to the concert are S5 each

and are now on sale at the Pavilion

box office, the Bazaar stores at Hili

the BSU Department of English. The
recently adopted requirement is
explained in the 1982-83 BSU

catalog, p. 31.

The examination, administered in

two parts during the two English

courses required at BSU, English 101

and 102, will also be given beginning
this fall semester by the English

Department Writing Laboratory,

Davis said.
Administration dates for this fall's

examination will be announced later,
and Writing Lab tutoring and facili

ties will be available to help students
who do not pass the examination, he

said.

A fee of S10 for the examination is

payable 24 hours before it is taken at

the office of the BSU cashier, room

209 of the Administration Building.

L"1"est and Westgate, Buttrey's at

Karcher Mall, and D'Alessandro's.
Ticket information is available by
calling 385-3535.

Over 120 records of religious, folk,

patriotic, and-holiday songs have

been released by the choir, making it

Migrants get
GED tutoring
Boise State University has received

the largest selling recorded choir in

a S125,000 grant from the U.S.

records for sales of over one million.

migrant workers and seasonal farm
workers obtain high school equiva

the world. It has received three gold
The choir has sung at three U.S.

Presidential inaugurations and five

World's Fairs.

In addition to the concert, BSU

Department of Education to help

lency certificates.

This is the first time Idaho has

been selected to offer the federally

President John Keiser and Governor

funded High School Equivalency Pro

Pavilion which opened in May.

program recruiter/coordinator for

John Evans will formally dedicate the

Hauf named
nursing
chairman
Dr. Barbara J. Hauf has been named

chairman of the Boise State Univer
sity Department of Nursing.

Hauf comes to BSU after serving as

director of Continuing Nursing in

Nursing and Outreach at the Univer
sity of North Dakota, Grand Forks.

She replaces Dr. Charlotte C. Gale,
who retired in May, and who was

also the former director of the BSU
baccalaureate degree nursing

program.

The new nursing department

gram (HEP), said Aurora Quilantan,
Idaho.
The program is for migrant

workers or seasonal farm workers 16

years old or older who have dropped
out of school and want to obtain a

General Education Development

( GED) certificate. Those selected for

the program must demonstrate a

commitment to completing course

work and must have a specific career

goal in mind, Quilantan said.

Three, 11-week sessions, covering

mathematics, reading, English, social

studies and science, will be con

ducted at Nampa High School. The

sessions are free and all materials are
provided.

"It's going to provide a much

needed tool or vehicle so people of

migrant or farmer worker back

chairman received her doctor's

ground can get out of that job if they

University of Montana in 1976. She

ment will help place successful par

degree in administration and curricu
lum of higher education from the
earlier had earned a master of

science degree in public health from

the University of Minnesota, and both

a bachelor's and a master's degree in

nursing from Montana State College
in 1961 and 1962.

At the University of North Dakota,

want to," Quilantan said.

The Teacher Education depart

ticipants in vocational-technical

school, college or on-the-job training
programs.

NURSING EDUCATION WORKSHOPS
The Boise State University Department of Nurs
Ing will sponsor eight continuing nursing educa
tion workshops during the coming year.
Behavioral Crisis In the Acute Care Setting
opens the series Sept 20, with Caring for the
Elderly In the Acute Care Setting scheduled Oct
18, and Caring for the Dying Patient Nov. 8. All
three of the one-day -sions will be In the
McCleary Auditorium of St Alphonsus Regional
Medical Center, Boise.
Projecting a Positive Professional /mage will be
the topic of the Dec. 6 workshop at St luke's And
erson Center in Boise, and that program will be
repeated Dec. 7 at Mercy Medical Center, Nampa.
Cardiovascular Assessment is scheduled Feb.
14, also at the Anderson Center, and March 7 Car
ing for Patients with Head and Spina/Injuries will
be at St Alphonsus.
A session on Nursing Law April 19 and the last
workshop in the series Law and Ethics in the
Health Care Setting May 9 are both scheduled at
the Anderson Center.
The workshops are presented by the BSU
School of Health Sciences in cooperation with St
Alphonsus, St. Luke's and the Veterans Administra
tion medical centers, Mercy Medical Center,
Caldwell Memorial Hospital and the Area Health
Education Consortium.
For Information about registration for the work
shops, contact Dixie Thomas at the BSU continu
ing nursing education oftlca, 385-1195, 1910 Uni
versity Drive, Boise, 10 83725.
STUDIES ABROAD OFFERED
A new opportunity to enroll in the Boise State
University Studies Abroad program on the campus
ol the University of Guadalajara. Mexico, Is open
for winter, 1982 and spring, 1983 terms.
The Studies Abroad program also otters study at
campu- in london, England; Avignon, France;
and Cologne, Germany.
Students may register lor the winter term by Oct
15, or spring term by Jan. 7, 1983 for the program,
which is co-sponsored by the Northwest Interinsti
tutional Council on Study Abroad.
Boise State credit will be given to students who
register lor Studies Abroad. The program offers
d-In hiii,iDty ........,., Mtend ......._
Students live with a native family during their stay
to learn more about the host country's culture and
lifestyle.
The newly opened Studies Abroad campus In
Guadalajara Is also sponsored by the American
Heritage Association.

For further information about the Studies Abroad
program at BSU, contact Or. John Robertson,
Boise State University, Boise, 10 83725, telephone
385-3956.
MISS lOlSE
Boise State University student Carla Barkley was
crowned Miss Boise in pageant ceremonies July
15.
Barkley, a sophomore nursing major, Is the
daughter ol Daniel and Vivian Barkley, Kent, Wash.
At the Miss Boise Pageant she was awarded a
$700 scholarship, as well as several other prizes.
She will represent Boise in the Miss Idaho 1983
contest next summer, and will serve as official
Boise City hostess this year.
UNION STREET CAFE
The newly remodeled BSU Union Street Cafe in
the Student Union Building opened for business
beginning Aug. 30.
A grand opening celebration lor the snack bar
with prizes awarded each day at 12:30 p.m. is
planned for Sept 7-10, according to Saga Food
Service snack bar manager Helen Harris.
Entrants may deposit cate cash register cou
pons, and need nol be present to win prizes rang
ing trom calculators to balloon bouquets, Harris
said.
The $250,000 remodeling job this summer ,
added a new entrance, service area, ceiling,
carpet and chairs to the area, as well as a lighted
stage for performers and an expanded bakery, It
was paid for trom BSU student housing-Student
Union reserve funds.
The new design makes it possible to close oft
the food service section, so that the room can
remain open in the evenings, Harris said.
The project, designed by Architects, Inc, Boise,
and Saga Food Service planner Harold "Skip" Van
Brundt, a BSU alumnus, was contracted by John
Schultz of JRF Conaultants, Boise
Snack Bar hours beginning Aug. 30 wlli be 7
a.m.-9 p.m. Mondays-Thursdays, and 7 am.-2 p.m.
Frldaya.
Another addition to eating pleasures at BSU Is
the newly opened outside patio area complement
ing the Saga Food Service Riverview Deli on the
first floor of the Education Building.
The eight-table flagatone patio area was
designed, constructed and landtcaped by the BSU
Phyalcal Plant Department
The Riverview Deli will be open from 7 am.-8

GIVE AND TAKE
A sarles ol one-day conferences sponsored by
the Idaho Councl on Economic Education
throughout the state In September and October
will train teachers to use a new educational film
sarles on economics.
According to Or. Gerald Oraayer, director ol the
Center lor Economic Education at Boise State Uni
versity, the 12-film sarles, Give and Take, Is
designed to help students in grades 8 through 10
apply economic concepts to personal economic
choices. The video tapea will be shown on educa
tional television In September.
Included In the series are lessons on credit jobs,
productivity, taxes, competition, and the changing
market
The first of the seven economic education con
ferences will be conducted Sept 22 In Idaho Falls.
Others are scheduled for Sept 23 In Pocatello,
Sept30 in Twin Falls, Oct14 In Boise, Oct 20 In
lewiston, Oct11 in Coeur d'Alene and Oct 281n
'
Nampa.
Give and Take Is a companion to the Trade-Offs
series that has been used in Idaho schools since
1978. The new series Is being produced by the
Agency lor Instructional Television under the
supervision ol the Joint Council on Economic
Education.
For Information on registration and locations,
call Draayer at 385-1193.

.-r=.:-=

COLD-DRILL
The 1982-83 edition ol BSU's literary magazine
cold-drill has been accepted lor the University and
College Designers Show '82.
The magazine, packaged this year In a vintage
wine box cover as "A magazine ahead of its time,"
was one of 139 entries selected trom nearly 1,000
submitted to the University and College Designers
Association judges.
The show will open at the 1982 association con
ference In New Orleans, with awards announced
Oct6.
Published by the BSU English Department at
Boise State's Printing and Graphic Services. cold
drill was edited by Nicolette de Csipkay and Karen
Ertter Smith. Or. Robert Allen Papinchak was

fllculty editor of the publication, end Wy s.
Splker, the art director.

IDAHO SMALL TOWNS
Idaho Small Towns, an exhibit ol photographs
taken In the stata from 1900-1925, will be dis
played in the lobby ol the BSU Ubrary Aug. 30Sept17.
The exhibit, which is touring the state, usea pho
tography combined with oral reminiscences to
illustrate daily life in Idaho 60 years ago.
According to Stacy Erickson, exhibit coordina
tor, the aim of the interpretive show Is to depict
how ordinary people were affected by economic,
political and social trends after the turn of the
century.
A pamphlet with photographs, Interview

---·

excerpts and an explanatory essay will be avail
able at the display free ol charge.
BIRTHDAY PARTY
The University Inn will host a free BSU Birthday
party for faculty and staff from 4-6 p.m. on Sept 9.
Beer and wine will be provided by the Iron Gate,
according to manager Unda Simmons.

CHEERLEADERS
New BSU cheerleaders lor the 1982-83 athletic
season are: Karen Billin!lslev. Kevin Churchman,
Matt Gulick, Dave Hackney, Tracy Moran, Chris
Peterson, Diane Ouong, Patty Sessions, Michelle
Shaw, Brenda Suddeth and Stuart Summer.
Brian Klute is the new Buster Bronco.

SUZUKI STRINGS AT BSU
Violin and cello lessons using the well-known
Suzuki string method for children ages 3-7 will be
offered by the Boise State University Music
Department this fall.
According to Or. Karen Krout director ol the
BSU music preparatory division, interested parents
may bring their children to an Introductory meeting
Wednesday, Sept1, at 7 p.m. In room 110 of the
BSU Music-Drama Building.
A slide show coordinated by Suzuki teacher
Elaine Worley about the string teaching method
developed by Or. Shinichi Suzuki of Japan will be
shown at the meeting, and Treasure Valley Suzuki
students will give a short program.
For further information about the Suzuki pro
gram. contact Krout at

385-3665.

p.m. Mondays-Thursdays and Fridays trom 7 a.m.2 p.m.

she served on the graduate faculty
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PERSPECTIVE����

s. 0. s.

schools and universities is impossible because we are basically greedy, selfish,
and regional.
But right now there is no statewide citizens' group expressing concern. There

John H. Keiser, President
Boise State University

is no handout, agreed program, or suggested plan of action. Furthermore, there
are fewer spaces at the universities, lower quality at the public schools, and the

The only way the political leadership in this state will respond to the need for
increased revenue by the public schools and higher education is if the voters tell
them to do so. That takes an organized, statewide effort.
It !s a fair assumption, but an assumption nevertheless, that the majority of

bottom could drop out from that bleak picture in the next few months.
Is it possible for higher education and the public schools to cooperate? Is
there business leadership available? Do citizens really care? Hopefully, some
people will do something besides wait and see.

Idahoans believe education to be important and that it ranks relatively high on
their list of publicly-supported priorities. Increasing numbers of citizens seem to
recognize that the education system in the state is in serious trouble. Many real
ize that even in education, one eventually gets what one pays for. Some are even
beginning to ask "What can I do to hc:lp?"
I, for one, wish I could advise that person who wants to assist to affiliate with
a statewide movement called SAVE OUR SCHOOLS and give him a one-page
program statement and an S.O.S. bumper sticker. The one-page handout might
contain a paragraph or two on the seriousness of the problem from kindergarten
through graduate school. Then it could detail a tax program, or at least a list of
possibilities, to suggest to the state's decision makers.
The list might include eliminating exemptions from the sales tax, gearing up
to collect unpaid and delinquent taxes and/or adding a penny or two to that tax.
There could he other choices. The details of the package should be carefully
researched and verified by citizens' groups.
Another paragraph could suggest actio, which might vary from petitions, to
writing campaigns, to phone calls. It is di ficult to find people willing to camp
on the steps of the state capitol, but who knows?
The back of the paper might even list the organizations that endorse the
approach. These could include PTA's, professional groups, school boards and
trustees, chambers of commerce, alumni groups, and others interested in the
problem.
Leadership? Maybe somewhere there are some retired businessmen who are
looking for a worthwhile project. Of course, there is an IACI study of higher
education going on presently, and it probably won't he finished by next January.
But this coming lcgislatM session is the time to an, tf tor no mtltTICMdn than
we are facing disaster if nothing happens. Business leadership of an S.O.S. group
could keep IACI informed and, hopefully, cooperative. Leadership from the

:---

Oxford
letter
By Karl Knapp

State universities are a public resource.

congregate on the river at their respective boat
houses, quaff a few pints, and cheer on their favorite
eight.
Eights Week (like nearly everything c:lse at
Oxford), has been a tradition for a good part of this
century, and the colleges take the 'bump' competi
tion quite seriously.
Beginning in late April (after the Oxford 'Blues'
rowing squad has already disbanded after the annual
race against Cambridge), each college's various
teams of eight assemble and start their training for
the races which are a little over a month away. Most

A huge bonfire illuminates the sixteenth century
quad, and scores of tuxedo-dad Oxonians with
slicked-hack short hair r(.'\'el in their drunkenness on
this most auspicious of Oxford occasions.
It is called 'Eights Week.' the four day inter

.
,.-

colleges normally have two or three men's and
women's teams each, with members selected for the
first, second. or third boats on the basis of talent.
Clearly. the talent \'aries greatly. from Olympic

college rowing competition held in late May, and

rowers ( Oric:l always manages to ha,·e one or two)
to people who han: ne\'er been in a 'shell' before. It

Oxford's last bastion of male exdusi\'eness. Oriel

is a sport of strength. endurance, and perhaps most

College. is celebrating for yet another year its indis·
putable daim to the title of 'Head of the River' by

important. (.·ooperation and teamwork.

burning an old rowing shell.

S<:oufs creed. sud1 elements are indeed essential to

If the latter requisites sound like part of the Boy

'Head of the River' is what you get to he if your

success in rowing. and timing does become an all

college rowing eight is the number one team on the

important factor when I 2 boats (the number that

Thames (or Isis. as it is known at Oxford). and Oriel
college has held the men's title for the last several

comprises a division). all more or less evenly

years.
But while Oriel has been, in recent years, the
dominating force during Eights Week, they are by no

matched otherwise. take to the river.
From Donnington Bridge to the Folly Bridge. the
boats are staggered in descending order (a seeding
process based on a new's finish in the preceding

means alone. Approximately 30 teams, male and

year). and the ohje(.·t of the races is to 'hump' (liter

female, representing some 35 Oxford colleges. took

ally run into) the boat in front of you. When a boat

Obviously, when some 65 or 70 boats are compet
ing in the men's and women's categories respec
tively, it is impossible for the majority of boats to
even get close to becoming 'Head of the River.'
What becomes important, then, is 'getting a bump'
or advancing on each of the four days of the races.
Most eights fail to do so, but it is nevertheless inter
esting to note how much enthusiasm Eights Week
stirs up.
On a river not much wider than the Boise, thou
sands of people line the 600-yard stretch of bank
occupied by the many Oxford college boathouses to
watch the races, and by Saturday the Isis is virtually
in complete pandemonium.
Indeed, the culminating day of Eights Week is not
unlike a Saturday college football game; the big dif
ference is that at Oxford, Eights Week only happens
once a year.
It is then that the Pimm's (a fruity, Vodka-based
drink) flows frec:ly, and a good number of people,
competitors and non-competitors alike, end up in
the river at some point during the day.
Despite such a carefree atmosphere, though, The
Times of London dutifully reports the complete

results of Eights Week in its Sunday edition.
Such recognition seemingly is not that important
to e\'en the most zealous competitors, however.
Most of them spend Sunday recovering from Satur
day night celebrations. That, after all, is what Eights
Week is really all about.

part in the competition this year. It is a time when

ad,·ances past all other competitors. it is deemed

everything pretty much stands still at the Uni\'ersity.
when everyone, undergraduates and alumni alike;

'Head of the River.' and its object becomes maintain

Karl Knapp is a Rhodes Scholar and 1981 graduate
of BSU currently working on a second B.A. in

ing that position.

English at Oxfocd.
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Happy Anniversary
Music, drama highlight 50th
hymn, the orchestra plays the football fight song.
"We coordinate the two musical themes of the
college. Two tunes that people really associate with
Boise State University are used together and we get
the academic side superimposed on the athletic side,
"
you might say, Bratt said
Bratt salutes as many of the longtime faculty and
staff members as he can in the works, including
Bishop Barnwell and President Eugene Chaffee on
down through the years.
Bratt described the rhapsody as "contemporary

1

but not avante garde." The 67-page orchestral score
could be compared in size to a single movement of a
symphony, he said. "It has its share of dissonances in

l

it. Some of the names of the founders of the school
come out a little bit dissonant, not because they

l

were dissonant personalities but because the musi
cal alphabet of the rhapsody turned out that way."
Bratt said he included a special banjo part for his
friend justice Robert Bakes of the Idaho Supreme

�

Court.
"I hope that his schedule will be such that he can
be here for the performance," Bratt joked.
"My only regret is that I couldn't acknowledge
everyone who was important in the establishment
and early development of the school," Bratt said,
"but the work would have gone on endlessly and I
just had to pick and choose. I tried to choose the
Charles Lauterbach, author of Chronicle of Excellence
By Larry Gardner
BSU News Services

people who had been on the original faculty and
who lasted, those who really saw the school through
all of its trying days until it became a four-year
school."

original creative works of two BSU faculty members
are presented on stage and in concert.
Dr. Charles E. Lauterbach's Chronicle of Excel
lence and Dr C. Griffith Bratt's Academic Rhapsody
will be presented for the first time the weekend of
Sept. 25-26.
The docu-drama written by Lauterbach will open
in the Special Events Center at 8:15 p.m. Sunday
while the music composition by Bratt will be per
formed by the BSU orchestra and choir in the Pavil
ion at 3 p.m. Sunday.
Both works were commissioned as part of the
50th anniversary of Boise State.
Bratt, a nationally recognized organist and com
poser, has been a vital part of the history of BSU,

Lauterbach's stage production is a work he de
scribes as half a set of bookends.
"Man of La Mancha was produced in january and
February as one bookend and this (Chronicle of
Excellence) is the other bookend along with the
other festivities that are going on," Lauterbach said.
"I decided to do a history of Boise State University
from 1932 up to the present and try to present it as
an entertaining stage show," Lauterbach said.
The professor of drama said the structure of the
production involves a great deal of narration in
order to handle the large amount of material.
"The idea was to put a show together that didn't
exceed much more than two hours.When you take

teaching in the music department from 1946-76.He

50 years of history and compress it into two hours

holds the ;>osition of composer-in-residence.
Bratt's most recent composition-he has written

you have to use a lot of narration.

more than 400-is dedicated to "The original faculty
and early friends of Boise junior College who in
1932 launched the institution which has become the
State of Idaho's largest educational facility, Boise
State University. Their sacrifices and hard work have
made possible this golden anniversary celebration,"
said Bratt.
The composition is written for orchestra, chorus
and piano. The choral parts are based on the college
hymn written by james Strachan, founder of the
music department at BJC in 1932.Strachan headed

"One of the dramatic devices is to use characters
who carry the narration rather than just somebody

The production is divided into two major parts,
the first comprising the 1930s through the '50s and
the second the '60s and '70s and a "hint of the
future," Lauterbach said.
The play will also be the first campus production
in the newly remodeled Special Events Center which
has new sound and lighting equipment.
L-.uterbach spent nine months doing the research
from 45 different sources and inten1ews.He said it

took seven weeks writing at least four hours a day,
seven days a week to get the words on paper.
Others working on the production are jerry
Schroeder, music director; Barbara Boylan, choreog
rapher; Steve Buss, costumes; and Frank Heise, scene
and Light director. Mel Shelton compo!>ed a special
overture.
The drama professor, who routinely directs at
least two plays a year, is entering his 12th year at
BSU. He said some of the most difficult aspects of
the production were coordinating the technical/
visual effects.

reciting something to you," Lauterbach said. "It has

Lauterbach builds the historic theme of the docu

certain elements of 'Our Town' and some elements

drama around the central figure of a tree, somewhat

of musical theater. It's got a little of everything,"

fitting, he thought for Boise, the City of Trees.

Lauterbach continued with a chuckle.
He explained it as a "docu-drama" which contains

He said the the play stresses the cooperative
nature of the people of Boise, not only the profes

most of the facts, and then someone to present it in

sors, students and administrators on campus but the

an entertaining fashion.

people who supported the various bond issues that
allowed BJC to flourish and develop into a full
fledged university.

In addition to narration, the drama teacher incor
porated visual effects to give it more life.
"It's a multimedia production in that we use live

the music department until 1946 when Bratt suc

actors, we usc songs from the period, we use dance

ceeded him.
Much of the development of BSU, the story told by

from the five decades that are the history of Boise

the chorus in the composition, was witnessed by

life . ..so we make many of the characters sort of
generic spokesmen."

(l/)

The SOth anniversary of Boise State University will
be celebrated in music, drama and dance this fall as

Griffith BraH, composer of Academic Rhapsody

State University and we have three projecting sur
faces so we can actually show pictures from the

"The tree represents the school that was planted
and grew; it almost died out; it was transplanted,
finally took root and was nurtured by certain
amounts of money hy the State Legislature, and
finally grew into a big massive tree that is still
growing.

Bratt as he taught, composed and performed over a

yearbooks and other sources.

period of 30 years.
"I saw much development and many periods of

sity, BJC and all the names it has had, but you also

things like the Rhodes Scholars, All-American foot

get to see the people at the time," Lauterbach said.

ball players, faculty contributions. But without the

transition which I've tried to bring out in the rhap
sody," Bratt said.
The musical work starts with a salutation to Boise
junior College and through the rest of the symphony
Bratt said he tries to bring out the transition of one
stage of the college to another.
An "elaborated harmonization" of the school

hymn, which Bratt said has fallen into disuse, is
included. The original words of the hymn written by
Grace Watson have since been amended by Helen

You not only get to hear about Boise State Univer

There are 750 different slides in the production,
the writer said, and 300 different changes of the

It h� an abundant harvest toward the end .. .

people, the common folks who spent their money to
build it ... I had one line in it about civilization and

scenic view. It averages out to a new visual impact

the university being one of its highest kind of con

every 30 seconds of the two-hour presentation.

tributions," Lauterbach said.

Lauterbach explained that when he realized how

"There is an emphasis as much as possible on the

much there was to present-enough for the show to

show being an entertaining theatrical medium," Lau

"last about four days"-he had to make many of the

terbach said. "We are trying to do everything we can

characters generic, general types.Certain characters

to use the theater in terms of lighting, slides, music

talk about football and other sports, while others

and dance and everything else. You don't go to the

such as "professors" represent the academic side of

theater because you think you have to, but at the

Our school, the tree of great beauty and fnlth,

life at BSU.
"With the use of the students, professors and ath

avoid history.

Moore, a longtime faculty member:
')t mgged tree in the forest is planted.

same time be true to the material and not try to
"But we certainly set out to keep people awake

1bnlsts its stray shoots on the frontier of knowledge,

letes we kind of give an overview of what went on

Sends on the air the brat� blossoms of youth.

and we try to cover the extracurricular activities

Hail alma mater.

such as music and theater, publications ...such

ing their ears and at the same time trying to tell the

things that came out of the academic program," Lau

true facts about the little J.C. that grew . . . the best

terbach continued."We also try to cover the social

little ].C. in Boise."

Boise State, all hail.

"

Bratt said that at the same time the choir sings the

and alive by stimulating them visually and stimulat
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Martin scholarship

Founders'
Week schedule

honors former
BSU associate dean
A scholarship fund has been started in memory of
Dr. Clyde M. Martin, former associate dean of the
Boise State University School of Education, the BSU

Monday

SfPT.20
f'rlday

SfPT.24

Foundation office has announced.
The fund, which totaled S515 on Aug. 11, was

Saturday

SfPT.2S

Contributions may he sent to the Clyde M. Martin
Memorial Scholarshilp Fund, BSU Foundation, 1910

original 50th anniversary play and
symphony

Peter, Paul & Mary Concert

Martin retired last year after more than 30 years in

Tkkots $11 and $9.30
8 p.m.• Pavilion

came to BSU, Martin served 20 years as a teacher and

(Tkkets to rounda's

Sunday

SEPT.26

Dinner Include admission to concert)

Premiere pelformance of symphony
""Academic Rhapsody" by Griffith Bratt
l"lo admission chargo
3 p.m.. Pavilion

At BSU, Martin <.lirn·ted the accreditation program
for the School of Education anti supervised the
mentary school student teachers. He also acted as a

Founders' Dinner, with excerpts from

�30 p.m.. sue 8allroom

secondary and post-secondary education. Before he

school's graduate programs and secondary and ele

Philharmonic Concert and Pavilion
dedication

Tlckots $2.5 each

University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725.

administrator in the Oregon secondary school
system.

Mormon Tabemade Choir-Boise

Tkkots $.5
8 p.m.• Pavilion

Martin, who came to BSU in 1970, died July 27.
established by the BSU Foundation to honor Martin.

Rush Concert
Tlckots $10
8 p.m.. Pavilion

SfPT. 26·
OCT.2

Singer Steve Drakulich

Original play ··chronicle of excellence"
about BSU's history by Charles Lauterbach

$3.30
8:1.5 p.m., Sp«ial r:w:nts C.ntor

Tkkots

curriculum and planning consultant for Idaho school
districts.
Martin received an untlergratluate degree from
Linfield College in Oregon anti a master's tlegree
from the University of Oregon. He earned a tloctor
ate from Oregon State University in 1958.

Fiftieth Anniversary
(Continued from page 1)

Dr. Rkhartl L Hart, tlean of the School of Etluca

tainetl by excerpts from an original symphony, Aca

tion, considered Martin his best frientl in Idaho.
"His contributions personally to me ensured my

demic: Rhapsot�y by BSU professor emeritus Griffith

success . .. I just owe him so mul·h personally," Hart

Bratt. Cuts from the special 50th anniversary play

saitl.

about BSU's history, Chronicle of &ccellence, by

Anti, he continm:tl, "He was completely respected
by the faculty in the School of Education and
throughout the university. He was not always agrcetl

theatre arts chairman Charles Lauterbach will also
lM: k:atur�d.
Following the tlinner there will be a concert at 8
p.m. in the Pavilion by the famous '60's folk group

with, hut he was always respectctl."
Hart saitl Martin worked tliligently for program
development at BSll ;mtl was instrumental in the
tll'\'dopmcnt of the &:hool of Etlucation's graduate

Peter, Paul & Mary.
Sunday the symphony Academic Rhapsody will be
performed at 3 p.m. in the Pavilion by an orchestra
and chorus of BSU faculty and students. Admission to

program.

the concert is free.
Then, at 8:15 p.m. Sunday Chronicle of Excellence

Annual re_ception
at Union Pacific

will begin its seven-night run in the Special Events
Center.
The multi-media production will trace the growth

The annual Wine Tasting Reception
will be held on Saturday, September 11
at the Union Pacific Depot Gardens,
beginning at 5:30 p.m.
The annual event, sponsored by the
BSU Alumni Association, will kick-off the
Bronco football season with the Cal
State-Fullerton game.
All alumni and friends of BSU are
welcome.

of Boise State using a mixture of acting, dancing,
singing, lighting, slide projections, and recorded
music. The play will run through Oct. 2.
BSll's SOth Anniversary activities are not limited to
the Founders' Week. On Sept. 1 the school hosted a
luncheon to honor the Episcopal Church for its role
in founding the school.
The Marine Corps Band will perform a concert on
event is sponsored by the School of Vocational
Technical Etlucation.
Homecoming week of Oct. 16-23 will use the
theme "an Idea Grows ...Up" from president Eugene
Chaffee's book about BSU.
Bronco Boot Run." on Oct. 16, Almost Anything

aliUilfti .earch continua

The BSU Alumni Offil·e is continuing its search for
"lost" BJC, BC. BSC anti BSll gratluates. FOCUS reatl
ers who have names anti atltlresses of their class
mates can send that information to 1910 llni\"ersity
Dri,·e. Boise, ID 8372S.

Goes anti the annual BSU Talent Show on Oct. 21, a
Bronco street tlance at 8th Street Marketplace on
Oct. 22. and the "Worltl's Largest Tailgate Party and
BSlt Birthday Celebration" in Julia Da,is prior to the
football game on Oct. 23.
Homecoming will end with the Weber State-BSU
game beginning at 7:30 p.m. in Bronco stadium.

WEDDINGS:

Bruce Pooley and Lori Ellis (Boise)June 26
lobbelle Rhead and 111M Poulson (Meridian)May
22
Dennis Fern-'ll and Peggy Emeet (Boise)June
26
Lyndon Sllogeberg and Shawna Piotter (Glenns

Ferry) June12

Monica c:.nnon and David Clements (Houston. TX)
June 26
� M. Dlaz and Lauren Nathan (Seattle, WA)
June 20
DoMid C. Jamlaon and Marlene Doser (Melba)
June4

6

Nancy Smlttl and Kevin Johneon, June 12
CMolyft Grllloen and Calf Shearer (Idaho Falls)

April11

carol ......., and Raymond Bradshaw (Milner)
Feb. 20
K..y Kltchena and Martine Lewta (Boise) June26
Jay IMMtl and Lori Wessels (Boise) June19
GkMta L.oomla and John D. leery (Boise)July17
seeven T. Riggen and Joan Ella Scharnhorst
(Craigmont)June 18
Mary J. lrocldey and Wayne Tieken (Boise)June

26

Jocly M.

Milne and Robert C. Carr (Kennewick.

WA)May22

One BSU alumni has found that singing for his
supper can produce a musical feast.
Steve Drakulkh, a 1972 BSU theatre arts gratluate,
is now in his fourth year with the Bremen, Germany
Opera House, where in the 1982-83 season, he will
sing fourteen roles, including that of Malcolm in
Verdi's Macbeth.
Some of his other parts will be sung in the operas
Lulu. Eugen Onegin, The Barber of Set rille, jephta,
Cos/ hm Tutte and Rosenkavalier.

Known in the Boise area for his dramatic roles in
Tartuffe, Black Comedy, The Lark, The Cave
dwellers, Man of La Mancha, Zoo Story, and You're
a Good Man Charlie Brown, Drakulich returned

here in the summer of 1981 for a recital sponsored
by the Boise Civic Opera.
This summer he sang the title role in the mini
opera Arleccbinata by Saliere at the Holland Festival
in Amsterdam.
After graduating from BSU, Drakulich began grad
uate studies with a music scholarship to Southern
Ulinois University, and after only two months of
training there, won second place in a Metropolitan
Opera competition.
He was then accepted by the Chicago Lyric Opera
School, and subsequently won a position with an
opera company in Dusseldorf, Germany, later joining
the Bremen Opera.

Oct. 7 beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the Pavilion. That

The week will include a running rally, "The
Lost

Drakulich performs
at Bremen Opera

Jubilee opens
Chronicle of Excellence, an original production
depicting SO years at Boise State, will open a seven

night run Sept.26 with curtain time at 8:15 p.m. each
evening in the BSU Special Events Center.
The multi-media 50th Anniversary production will
trace the growth of Boise State from its small junior
college days to its present status as a state university
with a mixture of acting, dancing, singing, lighting,
projections and_recorded music.
The golden jubilee show is written and directed
by Dr. Charles Lauterbach, chairman of the BSU
Theatre Arts Department.

catta A. M-. and Robert M. Adams (Bosie)May
8
Philip W. Hartman end Wendy K. Taylor (Boise)

March 20

June 19

Maureen Cochfan and Richard M. Smith. August 9
Randy Mendiola and Gina Hll (Boise)May 29
Nek M. Hentng and Shanon K. Carter (Boise)

d'Alene)April24

Paul Hamilton and Sharon Carlson (Boise) July24
Tim Cronin and VIcki H- (Boise) May1
W..m T. Mooney, Jr. and Paula Sue Jontan

Dennie W. Schreiner and Karen Jo Kuhn (BalM)
June 5
Daniel W. Palmer and Susan A. Dille (Coeur
lkhael C.

Fanckboner and Patti J. Buell (Boise)

June12

Gary Retter and Shelley Cr0111wel (Boise)June12
Randy TrautmM and Jol Lynne w.. (Boise)July

17

DougiM O'K.... and Jill Clayson (Hillsboro. OR)

April24

(Boise)May1
Nancy A. Kunau and Gary A. Frederickson (Coeur
d'Alene) April10
Tina Marte HMIIIton and Paul Barber (Seattle)July

31

Dale Harris and Wendy Fr- (BalM)April 10

Chatburn reflects
Three decades at BSU
Those times were exciting, but frenzied, Chatbum

By Linda Funalole
BSU News Services

said.
Being an administrator wasn't an easy job, he said,

Back in 1934, Dr. Ace! "Ace" Chatburn used to
dump trash on what is now the west end of the

describing his position as dean of faculty as being

Boise State University campus. Eleven years later, he

filled with frustration. And, he said, administrative

returned to the site to begin a three-decade-long

decisions were constantly challenged by those who

career as a college professor and administrator.

felt they were right and the university was wrong.

"When I arrived on }an. 1, 194 5, BSU was more

One fiasco Chatburn accepts responsibility for

promise than fulfillment," said Chatburn, who

during his administrative days was the hiring of three

retired from BSU in 1977.

"pedigreed" professors who failed to live up to

In its junior college days, the campus consisted of

expectations and were fired. "It was shattering at the

the administration building, the student union build

time," he said.

ing (now the music-drama building) and the music

Perhaps the greatest disappointment while he was
an administrator was his failure to convince univer·
sity and vocational-technical education officials to

building. Part of the campus, built on the site of the
old municipal airport, still was being used as a
runway.
"The pilots who were still taking off from the field

merge the two schools.

at that time accused Dr. (Eugene B.) Chaffee of

"I had hoped that academic students would be

locating the 'blankety-blank' student union building
right in the middle of the runway to get the air

allowed to take vo-tec_h cour�es and, likewise, vo
tech students could take academics," he said.
Although his tenure as an administrator was

planes off the field," Chatbum recalled. "President
Chaffee readily agreed that that's what he had in

rewarding, it was teaching that gave Chatburn the

mind."
The college's lack of facilities back in those days

greatest satisfaction. He spent 13 years in the public
school system before moving on to BSU.

was over-shadowed by the faculty's spirit and cama
raderie, Chatbum said.

cerns those students who became prominent leaders

"We had a unity of purpose that I would suspect

in their fields-in business and as community

would be pretty hard to duplicate now that the uni
versity is

so

---:::

"The most gratifying aspect of teaching ... con

leaders.

much larger. We knew we were going

places. We had our sights set for a four-year institu
tion," he said.
Chatburn credits Chaffee's eternal optimism for
engendering a "We Can Do It" spirit.
"From having worked very closely with him for a
long time, I would say he was inspired no less than a
missionary going to the Dark Continent of Africa,"
Chatbum said.

"I suspect the greatest compensation any teacher
Ace Chatburn

can get consists of the appreciation that is expressed

three days swimming, tossing horseshoes and getting
to know each other.
"Dr. Chaffee would make his annual swim of about
a quarter of a mile from the camp out to Cougar
Island. We always had a boat go along with him to
make sure he made that swim successfully," Chat

It was with mixed emotions that Chatburn and his
colleagues welcomed the school's transformation
from a junior college to a four-year institution in
1965.
"We knew that as the enrollment grew we would

by former students."
At a recent luncheon to celebrate BSU's 50th
anniversary, Cheryl Heiss Hymas, then the State
Board of Education president, called Chatburn aside
to remind him that he encouraged her to become a
teacher.
Chatbum, who spends his time these days tending

burn said.
Faculty members also gathered each spring to

his 2-acre farm in Boise and serving on numerous

help students clean up the c.ampus.

future, despite hard economic times which he calls

The loss of that kind of closeness, Chatbum said,
is the price the university had to pay for progress.

committees and boards, is optimistic about BSU's
transitory.
"As I look forward to the future," he said, "I think

lose a little bit of the camaraderie ... We would lose
the close-knit feeling we had for so many years."

push for four-year status. It was his job to find pro

That closeness was epitomized by yearly retreats

fessors with "academic pedigree" to help the fledg

more... We have all the ingredients of a very success
ful institution and I'm sure it has nothing but a bril

ling four-year school gain academic accreditation.

liant future ahead of it."

to McCall, where faculty members would spend

Chatbum was dean of faculty during the school's

we have an institution here for 1,000 years or

IN TOUCH
Rlc:tl N.-,. has joined Blue Croea of Idaho
Health Services as brokerage manager.

JOBS a PROMOTIONS:
Orin RcltiiM«< (Bus.. '56) haa been promoted to
senior vice president and branch adminietrator for
Idaho Bank & Truet Co. He will relocate to Boise
from Lewiston, where he has been serving as the
North Idaho area manager.

oe- Haddock R..... ls a pharmacology pro
feseor in the University of Arizona's College of
Medicine. She Is also one of 27 women lilted
among the top 1,000 scientist-authors of the world
by the Institute of Scientific Information.

David II. Coo,. (Acctg. '71) has been named
to the position of partner In charge of the Twin
Falls office of Beckltead Cooper Co.

Anny u. CoL K......U. D. IUiociM f76) has been
decorated with the Meritorious Service Medal at
Fort Rucker, Ala. He Is assigned to the 1st Aviation

Jule �n (Food Service Tech. '82) Is an

Elfigade.

apprentice at the Red Uon Rlveralde In the food
service department

Sheldon •....wn (History) has written a book
entitled, "North Idaho Hiking Trails" which details

Ed Byrne (Marketing, '73) Ia a de'leloprnental
planner for the Hughes Aircraft Co. In the Space

and Communications Group. He resides In
bank,CA

some of the 7,000 miles
Idaho.

Bur

..__ G. Daly (Anthropology) has been
appointed assietant manager of the Eagle-Valley
office at Idaho First National Bank.
"'

secretary for a firm In Newport. OR.

....,... R. H.- f3<4) Is

retired and living In
Boise after working with contractors at Casa
blanca, Morocco and Tripoli, Ubya on U.S. air
bases. She also worked in Iran, Afghanistan, Pakis
tan, India and Saigon, South Vietnam for A.I.O.
&.te Department for 18 years.

Rlnda Ray JUit (Bualneas) recently graduated
from the University of Washington's School of Law.
She Is rellding In Boise with her husband, Rick.
Kendra II. Falen (P.E., 77) r.eelved her muter's
degree In Physical Education, then entered the
U.S. Army aa a trainee and Is now in charge at the
Army basic training for women at Fort Leonard
Wood, MO.

Ronald A..� (Bus. Adm., Criminology) has
been named loan otlicer for the Idaho Firat Bank In
Pocatello.

northern

Dick 8. Miler has been named branch banking
officer at the Vale branch of the U.S. Bank.

Cheryl LaMay (Med. Tech., 7<4) received her
M.D. from the University of Florida. She will -.m
at Shands Teaching Hospital in Gainesville, Aor
lda in pathology.

Sharon E. Ev- (Office Admn., '78) is a legal

of hiking trails In

LMoy G. eo.tez (aA) has bee n named asalstant
audit examiner with the Idaho First National Bank.

� Gourtey has been promoted to loan

officer at the Coeur d'Alene office of Idaho First
National Bank.

a-ten. EIMrtdne has been named manager of
credit quality at the Boise oflice of Idaho Flret
National Bank.

Ka.- Woods has been promoted to vice presi
dent and manager of purchasing for Idaho First
National Bank.
Gene Schultz has been named assistant vice
president and manager of economic and market
information for Idaho First National Bank.

dent personnel from Emporia State University,
Kansas.

Dr Stephen Chaltea Johnson has begun medical
;.ractice in Malad at the Malad Valley Clinic. John·
100, a doctor at osteopathic medicine, received his
medical training at the University of Health Sci
ences, Kansas City, Mo., and has been interning In
Arizona.

Allen CclciM8 has

aaaumed the position of
assletant vice president of ayatema and program
ming for Idaho First National Bank.

Jenold 8. Smllh has been promoted to asalstant
manager for the Council branch of Idaho First
National Bank.
Alex Waatlal has been promoted to loan officer
of Idaho First National

at the St Maries branch

Bank.

La- E. eo.e.lo (B.A., '71) has been named
vica president and controller at the J.R. Simplot
Company's corporate office.
eon.ea.- Plultl (Social Work, '72) graduated in
June from University of Celifornia at Berkeley with
a matter's degree in social welfare. She recently
accepted a position as a therapllt with geriatric

Boise State University pre-dental ltudent John
T. �has beeen accepted Into the Boyne
School of Dental Science, Crelghtun Unlveralty,
Omaha, Nebraska, upon completion of hla junior
year at BSU.
Kalange will begin his first year of dental school
at Idaho Stata University In Pocatello, and will then
transfer to Creighton University for completion of
hla prgram.
Kalange Is a t979 graduate at Twin Falla Senior
High School. He ia the aon at T.E. and Marilyn
Kalange at Twin Falla.

aervices, Community Mental Health In San

BoiM &8111 University pre-oplometry student
a..., C. C...,, Boiae, has been accepted
Into the College at Oplomelry at the University of

Corporation.

Houston, Houston, Teus.

Affairs, has bee n named dean of ltudenta at the
CoHege at Idaho, Celdwell.
Freeman received her master'• degree In stu

Francisco.

OBITUARIES
John E. Lathrop, 36, Mountain Home, died May 5
in an automobile accident In Bruneau. He gradu
ated from BSU in 1971. At the time of hia death, he
was owner-operator of the Sunset Bar In Mountain
Horne.
Wayne A.. Wright, 62, BoiM. died May 10. He
- a graduata at Boise Junior College. He later
rec.ived a degree In International law from
� UppUI Ia University In Sweden. He was an aide to
the Jete Oag Hammarskjold, former secretary gen
eral of the United Nations.
.._..G. "Bud" Centan, 26, Boise, died June
5. He graduated In 1960 with a communications
degree and was a member of the BSU Alumni
Association.

,_

Lynn Hamilton (Eiem. Ed.• '81) Is serving with the
Peace Corps as part of a ameli group of health
educators-tralnera In the small African country of
Togo. She will spend two yeara there.

Troy C&lhoun, 22. Boise, died June 8 In an
automobile accident He attended BSU and was
employed by Quality Concrete and Roofing Co. at
the time of his death.

Jerry lllc:IIMtlon (BBA. 77) haa bee n promoted
to auditor at Idaho Bank & Truat Co. In Pocatello.

Cart F. Riley, 70, Bolae. died June 11. He waa a
member of the Bronco Athletic Association, BSU

Roger W. Aaytlurn (BA. 73) hal been promoted
to the poeitlon at markeling manager tor the Eaton

._.�(Art. '80). former student activi
ties ooordit..sot for the BSU Ofllce at Student

Alumni Association and St Mary'a Catholic
Church. He waa former owner at Riley's Store for
Men. He Ia aurviYed by a wife, aon and daughter.

Jlllulll C..... ..,_.., 76, Marling. died on
June 25. She aa.nded BJC. She worked for 1<100
RM1io and KTV8-TV until her IWIIremenl
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BSU's biggest event
Billy Graham fills Pavilion eight times

By larry Gardner
BSU New• Servk:ea

The biggest event ever to take place on the cam
pus at Boise State University? No, it wasn't the BSU·
Eastern Kentucky playoff game in 1980. It wasn't a
sports event at all, but an old-fashioned revival put
on by the most famous evangelist of them all-Billy

Graham.

During Graham's eight-day crusade in Boise about
102,000 people packed the Pavilion. The building
was filled to capacity for most services, including

one evening when an overflow crowd watched on
closed circuit television in the auxiliary gymnasium.
The timing was right-the brand new Pavilion was
barely completed, although planning for the Boise/·
Treasure Valley Billy Graham Crusade had been
methodically falling into place for more than two
years among the congregations of some 300
churches in the Boise area.
In fact, it took a 1 0-year crusade by local ministers
and members of loc-al churches to get the momen
tum going strong enough for Graham to hear the call
from Boise.
People have been planning on a concrete level for
21h years to bring Billy Graham to Boise, hut Crusade
Chairman Carl Johnson believes people had spiritual
help even in the planning proces..o;. He feels that the
overwhelming success of the Crusade demonstrates
that the Crusade moved beyond the "realm of
human control" several months ago.
Apparently Graham had been e

x�ssing an inter

est in coming to Boise for the past two or three
years-Idaho is the one state in which the mos_t

famous evangelist in the world had never given a""
message.
"Although we were aware that the new facilities
were being completed. we hadn't entertained the
thought of being in them; we thought maybe we
might be outside in Bronco Stadium for what may
have been a five-day crusade, but when it became
apparent that these facilities were going to be com
pleted it just seemed to be the wise thing to do to
move inside," Crusade Director Larry Turner said.
Members of the Billy Graham Crusade staff have
been working in Boise full-time since their office
opened la�e last December. Turner moved directly
to Boise from San Jose, Calif., where he hJd been

"Our first and foremost responsibility," Turner
said, "is to be a part of the existing church body
here in Boise. This is a crusade of the churches of
Boise and the Treasure Valley," he emphasized.

Turner is one of four or five full-time Crusade
directors who work for the Graham organization.
He explained that the money raised for the
1325,000 budget of the crusade is generated by the
local committee, that the Graham organization has
no part of the responsibility and receives no remun
eration from the effort. All salaries from Graham on
down come from donations made directly to the

with the Church here. In a sense we are an exten
sion of the evangelistic interest of the churches
locally, and they are able to utilize the vehicle of a
crusade as if they personally were asking Dr. Graham
·to be a part of a thrust of an individual church,"
Turner saJd.
"We couldn't imagine what has happened these
last three days (Johnson was interviewed midway
through the Crusade)," Johnson said. "We can't
imagine what is going to happen during the next five

Turner predicted on Wednesday, midway through
the Crusade, that the budget would not be met until

about the Crusade.

the final offering and that it was not unusual but
generally the way things work.
"Maybe that's the way that the Lord has intended
for it to be, but nine times out of 10 this is exactly
what happens," Turner said.

"If you would ask Billy Graham whether a crusade
was a success or not, he would say you can't mea

sure a crusade on the basis of statistics alone. Out
wardly speaking, the figures and the crowds and the
way that things have gone so far-the cooperation
that BSU is largely responsible for, this would be an
extremely successful Crusade.
"It exceeds anything that I would tiave antici·
pated, and I'm familiar with Boise (Turner is married
to a former Boise woman and visits here regularly).
From that standpoint it's been greater than
anticipated.
The spiritual results of a crusade like this some
times cannot be measured immediately, because we

at6 talking about the life of the church in the com
munity. How often is that type of thing really moni
tored? But, once again, all the bcndits and the
results of this crusade are being channeled toward
the church," Turner said.
"It may be three or four months. In some cases it
may he five years before the life that is responding in
this Crusade . .. you may not see the fruits of that for
five or 10 years," Turner predicted.
Turner said Crusade momentum began to build in
January when he and his staff members made con
tact with members of the 200 churches through a
series of Crusade Information Seminars.

"We were able to hit the ground nmnmg the first
of January," Turner said.

We explaJned a little bit of the preparation philos-

R

knowledgeable of as to what our ministry with them
is. We become the evangelistic arm as a co-laborer

Graham organization in Minneapolis.

assigned last year for a crusade.

-

ophy as well as the purpose which they were already

"We bt:gan right up front talking with the pastors.

days. It's gone beyond anything that we as human
beings can plan. I think that's the significant thing
"Several months ago it left the realm of human
control. With all the preparations, and of course it
takes people and certainly people have played a sig
nificant part in all of these preparations and con
tinue to, but so far as the results and so far as the
dynamics of what we see happening, it left the realm
of human control several months ago," Johnson said.

"If it were to end today (Wednesday) you would
have to judge it in every way as a total success,"
Johnson emphasized. "That, of course, is measured
from a human perspective. We don't know and
probably never will know the extent to which it will
be a spiritual success. Only God knows that.
"There wiU be stories written in eternity that we'll
only know in eternity of whose lives are being
touched and changed and families reconciled."
"It's a combined effort. Every denomination, I
think, in the Treasure Valley was represented, so it
really was in the hands of the local churches,"
Turner pointed out.
Boards of directors were formed within the var
ious denominations, and soon the involvement
opportunities for church members became apparent
in such areas as counseling, training, follow-up, etc.
Turner stressed the role of follow-up. The Crusade
office will remain open through October.
"Whatever the numerical results are of this week,
we will endeavor to preserve as we possibly can into
the mainstream life of the churches of the Treasure
Valley and that's one of the major reasons we're here
that many months in advance. There is a great deal
of training involved to be able to be a personal
worker or a counselor at the Crusade," Turner
stressed.

"You will see if you are there during the week that
as people are responding to the message that Dr
Graham is giving, whic;h is just a simple Gospel mes
sage to receive God's free gift in his Son jesus Christ.
As people respond to that good news

of the Gospel,
they are met by personal workers or counselors.
Counseling training for this Crusade actually was
conducted in May," Turner explained.
More than 3,500 people attended the counseling
classes last May, and about half that number became
counselors during the Crusade. Another several
hundred are involved in the follow-up process.
Turner said that those were just two of the more
than eight or 10 ways in which an individual in a
local church could become involved. Some of the
other ways included singing in the 1,500-member
choir or working as ushers during the eight
meetings.
Prayer is a major part of the individual
involvement.
''We know that evangelism is something that is not

was in San Jose.
"The purpose in looking at those two was more in
terms of numbers, population, to give us an idea of
what we would be looking at," Johnson said.
Johnson, who was involved in the original ad hoc
committee that began meeting 2'h years ago became
chairman after being nominated by his peers. He was
deeply involved in the Billy Graham Crusade in Los
Angeles in 1963 where he had lived prior to moving
to Boise 41h years ago.
That crusade lasted four weeks and the conclud
ing Sunday afternoon meeting drew 144,000 people
to Los Angeles Coliseum, the largest crowd in the
history of the stadium.
Johnson described that experience as a significant
happening in his life motivating him to become an
organizer of the Boise Crusade.
"I knew the impact that it would have on this
community," Johnson said, "and not just in terms of
people outside the church that would be coming to
the meetings, but perhaps even more important, the

able to be accomplished in the human dimension,"

impact that it would have on Christians living in the

Turner said. "Prayer is very much a part of what we

community to renew their commitment and to

are doing, and there are literally 2,500 different

become involved more than they have been.

prayer groups opened and operable throughout the
Treasure Valley at this time. People are just simply
meeting in little neighborhood prayer groups, or
family prayer groups or church prayer groups on
behalf of the Crusade. That's another area of involve
ment that is very significant to us," Turner said.
Finance

wa5 a major area of involvement by local

"Frankly just in the 41h years that we've been here
we've come to realize that the Christian community,
whatever that means, has been somewhat frag
mented. There has not been a real unity among the
various denominations, and many of the oldtimers
have realized that this worked against being effec
tive," Johnson said.

people who were totally responsible for raising the
S325,000 budget of the Crusade, a figure that was
surpassed on the final Sunday afternoon meeting.
Going into the last session,S 11,000 was needed to
make the goal. NearlyS29,000 was raised during the
offering to put the Crusade over the top and beyond
for a total ofS336,000.
It was a year ago in September, however, that the
local Crusade promoters moved out of the formative
stages into the phase of incorporating and accepting
the responsibility to raise the funds. Eight people,
including Crusade Chairman Johnson, formed the
board of the corporation-the Boise/Treasure Valley
Bill Graham �rusade.
Half of the board is comprised of area church pas

tors and half are lay members. In January of this year
the budget-revised downward twice from
S393,000-was finally determined in hard cash.
"That budget was based on several factors," John

State Board approves
program changes,
overload fee
At its summer meetings in July and August the
State Board of Education approved several changes
in BSU's academic programs, including the consoli
dation of the foreign language department into the
School of Education and an "overload" fee for stu
dents who take over 19 credit hours.
The Board gave BSU its approval to eliminate the
Department of Foreign Languages and literatures,
which lost four degrees and two professors due to
the budget cuts. That department, which now
includes three teachers, will be located in the
Teacher Education program in the School of Educa
tion, rather than remain a separate department in
the School of Arts and Sciences.
The "overload" fee is designed to discourage stu
dents from signing up for excessive credit hours and
then dropping classes at a later date. That practice,
BSU administrators said, was costing the school
unnecessary paper work.
Students will be charged the normal per credit
hour cost (S48. 50 for resident undergraduates) for
every credit over 19 under the new system which
begins this fall.
The Board also gave BSU permission to consoli
date its master's degrees in the School of Education
and discontinue some areas of emphasis. Now,
rather than granting separate master's degrees in

Marine Band here
The United States Marine Band from Washington,
D.C. wilJ play at the Boise State University Pavilion
Thursday, Oct. 7.
The perfonnance

of the world-famous "President's

Own" band led by Lt. Col. John R Bourgeois will
begin at 7:30 p.m.
The U.S. Marine Band was established in 1798, and

has since played a vital musical part in White House
social activities. The Marine musicians have per
formed for kings, queens, presidents, and foreign
diplomats who visit the nation's capitol.
The Marine Band's nationwide tours began in
1891 under Sousa's leadership, and have since taken
the band to virtually every comer of the U.S.
The Marine Band's nationwide tours began in
1891 under John Phillip Sousa's leadership, and have

son said. ''We looked at two previous .crusades, one

since taken the band to virtually every comer of the

in Reno and the most recent one at that time, which

u.s.

elementary and secondary education, BSU will
confer a single degree, the Master of Arts/Sciences
in Education.
Students will no longer be able to receive degrees
with areas of emphasis in theatre arts, chemistry, and
content enrichment.
BSU received permission to offer- a founh

ynr

option in respiratory therapy. The new BS degree is
becoming the professional standard for respiratory
therapists, BSU officials said.
And the Board approved a departmental reorgani
zation in the School of Business. The change moves
data processing and statistics professors into their
own department and combines marketing with bus
iness education, departments which had a total of
three programs dropped.
While names have yet to be determined, the new
departments will be accounting, business education
& marketing, decision & information S<.iencl.'S, eco
nomics and management.
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Students lose
Faculty protest layoffs
Although faculty laid off by Boise State University

in mid-August are upset over their dismissals, they
say the real losers in the school's budget-cutting

moves are the students.

Several of the 11 now unemployed faculty say they

fear a trend away from quality education at BSU.

"The administration would prefer to be a remedial

high school rather than have legitimate university

programs," said Dr. Henrietta "Penny'' Schoonover,

one of two foreign language professors laid off.

Schoonover, who taught German for the last eight

years, said the administration could have saved

faculty jobs if it had heeded the advice of the Faculty
Sc::nate to charge fees for remedial mathematics and
English courses.

She called the administration's decision to elimi

nate two foreign language positions and bachelor of
arts programs in German and Spanish shon-sighted.

0
0

"There is just no way that the Foreign Language

Depanment left as it is with one person each in

French, German and Spanish can offer anything more

than the beginning sequence of courses," Schoon

over said, adding that the university's proposal to

0

offer video-taped foreign language courses will not

fill the void.

"Foreign languages are the mathematics of the

humanities," she said. "You don't learn a foreign lan

guage in some haphazard, hit or miss, maybe I'll

watch television fashion."

.

-

8
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Sharon Gollick, an instructor of surgical technol

0 -

ogy for six years, places a higher value on her job

than on programs, such as racquetball, that were left
intact when the university trimmed about S1.1 mil
lion from its 1982-83 fiscal year budget.
··1 have nothing against exercise, but I don't think
that's the kind of thing people have to go to school

0

l(lr." Gollick said.

"'llu: students cut out of this program (surgical

tn:hnology) are looking at this for their livelihood.

How many pro-racquetball players are you going to

o-ption
�

t.r-.�'\.J

see coming out of those classes? I don't see, other
than the physkal benefits, what edu<."ation that is
really providing."

The elimination of Dr. Clark Swain's position in

the Sch<x>l of Education leaves the state university

�ystem with no interpersonal marriage and family

\

courses. Similar courses at the University of Idaho
and Idaho State University have been phased out.

"This must not happen if we really want to save

money," said Swain, who would have been staning

his 21st year as a teacher and seventh year at BSU
this fall.

"Education for marriage and parenthood are prev

entive," he said. "Social work., welfare payments and
battered women shelters are all remedial."

Marketing professor
studies 'red meat'

Swain said the state could save money by placing

more emphasis on preventive instead of remedial

measures.

·

Assistant Professor Geraldine johnson lost her job

Dr. Doug Lincoln, associate professor of marketing

when the School of Business dropped the two-year

fashion merchandising program. She said the pro

gram was gaining in popularity.

"That's what I failed to understand," she said.

"With Boise growing, we do need more buyers and

turn out students with a high le\·el of language

understanding and proticic:nq, Robc:nson said. But,
he said, with the: loss of fa<.·ulty and programs, stu

at Boise State University, has been awarded a

Sl4,000 grant by the Idaho BeefCoundl to study

attitudes of diet and health conscious consumers
toward

beef products.

dents will be: lucl..')' to le-.1\'e with a "sunival" levc:l of
proficic:nq.

to survey more than 1,000 owners, managers and

rather than shrink all departments. Fashion mer

pose cha� in its B.A. program when the cuts

determine:

word processing programs were cut.

dq>anment on the hasis of low enrollment and high

assistant buyers in the stores."

Dr. Thomas Stitzel, dean of the School of Business,

said administrators made selective cuts in the school
chandising and the two-year secretarial science and
"Jt

was not a

question of students, employer

demand or job opponunities," Stitzel said of the

cuts. "It was a case of if the money isn't there which
will we discontinue."
Stitzel said the loss of faculty and programs is dis

couraging, because fewer students will be served.

� in the Foreign

Language and Literatures

Robc:nson said the depanment was ready to pro

came. The administration justified changes in the
attrition.

"We: were going to ask for more help. not less,"

Robc:rtson said.
Dr. Michael Blain. assistant prof<.-ssor of sociology.

Uncoln and several senior marketing students plan

members of diet and health centers in Idaho to
-eating habits
-consumption levels of red meat

-how extensive the "red meat scare" is

-how concerned consumers are over beefs

caloric content
-and how beef products do/can fit into the life

has appealc:d his dismissal on the grounds that the:

style of the health and diet conscious American.

ing off faculty. He said f.t<.'ulty and students should he

scious. Although America, in general, remains over

university did not exhaust all alternati\'eS before lay

"Americans are becoming increasingly health con

weight, its population is considerably more health

Deparrment havt:· left Dr. John Robenson feeling

the last to be: affected by budget cuts.

was chairman of the now-defunct depanment, which

their tenured positions is partkularly disturbing.

study proposal.

teacher education program.

said. "It's scarc:y."

increases. it is critical that the Idaho BeefCoundl

really don't know what's going on," said Robertson,

instru<.·tor in senice occupations (tenured); Marilyn

egy," Lincoln said.

mechanks: janetCarlton. husiness education; Dr.

mid-May. wil! help the beef industry determine

nwnb and a little like a man without a country. He

has been transtC:rred to the Sch<X>I of t:ducation as a
"We're in a terrible state of flux right now. We

an associate protessor of French. "I think what the
president wants us to do is change our emphasis and
we don't have that clarified."
The Foreign Language

10

Department has tried to

Gollick. Sch<x>nowr and johnson s:tid the loss of

"That shows what a sham tenure is." Schoono\'er

Other laid off faculty are Mary Scholes. senior

Butler. business edu<.·ation; LyleCampbc:ll. auto

Jerry jose. foreign languag<.-s; and Mi<:hael Shon.
\'OCational-te<.· hni<:al edu<.·ation.

conscious than ever before," Lincoln said in his
"As consumers' interest in health and diet

understands how this affects their marketing strat
Results of the study. which will be completed in

whi<.'h segment of the population to target in mar

keting

beef products, he said

'Surrey Scurry'
Invention gives wheels to disabled
Ry linda Funalole
BSU News Services

Kathy Peterson longs to travel again, but Jim
Liddell just wants to relax awhile now that their
exhausting 2,645-mile, cross-country trip on a pair
of three-wheeled, gas-powered cycles is over.
The two Boiseans, both confined to wheel chairs,

when Peterson, 27, and Liddell, 21, rolled their

with members of Idaho's congressional delegation

wheelchairs aboard the motorized "surreys" and

and the President's Committee for the Employment

took off for the nation's capital.

of the Handicapped.

They journeyed through 11 states, averaging 125
miles a day at a top speed of 30 miles an hour. Most
travel days they were up at 5:30 a.m. and on the road
by 7 a.m.
"I thought it wouldn't take anything out of me at

spent more than a month on the road to promote
American Surrey Tricycloped - invented by Boise

all," Liddell said. "The first day it just took so much

real estate agent Dave Sarvis-and to demonstrate

out of me. After that, it just grew tiring day after day

the physical capabilities of the disabled.

after day."
The days seemed especially long after slow rides up

Peterson, a Boise State University graduate, broke
her back in a sledding accident when she was 19.

hills or over bumpy roads and hours spent visiting

Liddell, who recently completed his freshman year at

the disabled and being interviewed by the media,

BSU, lost both legs after a bout with smallpox when

said Peterson, a loan officer at the Broadway branch

he was a child.

of Idaho First National Bank.

The trip, dubbed "The Great American Surrey
Scurry," began June 15 at the Statehouse in Boise

''You were so pooped by the end of the day, all
you wanted to do was fall into bed," she said.
As most things out of the ordinary would, the

They were disappointed they didn't get to meet
the President and the First Lady, but, Liddell said, "I
don't think the main goal was to meet President
Reagan and Nancy Reagan. The main goal was to
make the disabled community aware that this is a
product that's out on the market and to demonstrate
it."
Despite a few misgivings about the trip at the
outset, Peterson and Liddell look back at the trip as a
positive and rewarding experience.
"I learned that just because people are disabled
physically it doesn't mean they are disabled mentally
and they can make a place for themselves in society
as productive members," Liddell said.
And, he added, "It proves that anything you can
do, I can do. It just may take me a bit longer.

surrey drew its share of stares from motorists along
the highways between Boise and Washington, D.C.
"When we went through Wyoming, we turned our
CBs onto the trucker's station and we could hear the
trucker say, 'Did you see what I thought I just saw'
and 'Those guys are crazy-they're out here in the
middle of nowhere,' " Peterson recalled.
One trucker referred to the three-wheeled cycles
as "portable ice cream wagons," Liddell said.
Another incident that makes Peterson smile as she
recalls it happened in Twin Falls, shortly after the
trip began. When they were getting gas for the
cycles a woman who had read about them in the
morning paper asked for an autograph.
"I thought that was really cute," Peterson said.
The trip went smoothly and on schedule, with
only one rainy day, a couple of minor breakdowns
and a few inconveniences.
"When we got to Nebraska, there was a minimum
speed limit of 40 miles an hour (on the interstate),
which we didn't meet. So, the police asked us to use
old highways and roads," Peterson said.
Although they had to alter their route a bit, they
had a more scenic view. "It turned out to be a
benefit rather than a nuisance," Peterson said.
Peterson and Liddell arrived in Washington, D.C.,
Alumna Kathy Peterson

•

•

•

Talks plan.ned·
on health care
Looking at Health Care in the 90's,
a public service lecture series, will be
co-sponsored by Boise State Univer

July 15 and took time out to relax before meeting

Opening the day-long sessions
Wednesday, Davie will lecture to
physicians on "Structure of Genes in
Clotting Factors" at 8 a.m. in St.
Luke's Anderson Center.
Omenn will present a genetic case
study to physicians at 9:15 a.m. Wed

sity and the University/Community

nesday at the Veterans Administra

Health Sciences Association during

tion Medical Center, and Davie will

this fall and winter.
The series will open with a two
day confe,rence on Genetic Engineer
ing Sept. 22-23. New Technology in

speak on "Recombinant DNA" to
health care students and profession
als and other interested persons at

Health Care will be the topic of ses

10:30 a.m. in the Teton Room of the
BSU Student Union Building.

sions Oct. 28-29, and Health Care in

"Genetic Engineering in Medical

the 90's will be explored Jan. 20.
Dr. Earl W. Davie, chairman of the

Practice" will be Omenn's topic
beginning at 12:15 p.m. Wednesday

University of Washington department

in the VA Medical Center.

of biochemistry, and Dr. Gilbert S.
Omenn, chairman of the UW envi

tory concepts of genetic engineering

ronmental health department, will
lead the two-day genetic engineering
sessions.
In a free public lecture Wednes

Omenn will also present introduc
to health sciences students Wednes
day at 3 p.m. in the BSU Student
Union Teton Room.
Thursday, Sept. 23, both Davie and

day, Sept. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the BSU

Omenn will discuss the genetic

Student Union Ballroom, Omenn will

engineering implications for basic

discuss "Modem Environmental
Effects on Human Genetics" and
Davie will speak on "Potential Bene
fits and Hazards of Genetic
Engineering."
Dr. William Keppler, dean of the

and continuing education with health
science educators beginning at 7:30
a.m. in room 113 of the BSU Science
Education Building.
Davie will give the final lecture
"Current and Future Developments

BSU School of Arts and Sciences, and

in Genetic Engineering" beginning at

himself a geneticist, will moderate

9 a.m. Thursday in the Teton Room

the session.

of the BSU Student Union Building.

and student Jim Udell during the Surrey Scurry

Ticket system
automated
The State Board of Education has
given Boise State University the go
ahead to make a down payment on a
new computer system that will make
the distribution of tickets for special
events more convenient.
"It is going to be extra convenient
for the buying public, because they
can buy front row seats in Ontario,
Ore., instead of coming and standing
in line at the box office in Boise,"
explained Chuck Kingston, BSU Pavil
ion business manager.
Blocks of tickets now art: con
signt:d to several outlets in Boise and
nearby cities, with tickt:ts for prime
seats sold at the BSU box offict:. So,
Kingston said, the puhlic doesn't
always have the choice fo the best
seats when tickets are hought at
outlets.
Under the new system, computer
terminals and ticket printers at all
outlets will give the public access to
tickets for any seat in the house any
where tickets are sold.
The computer system will cost an
estimated 1375,000 and will be paid
for over a six-year period. To cover

venience charge will be addt:d to
tickets sold at outlets otht:r than tht:
box office on campus.
Tht: State Board of Education
approvt:d BSU's rt:quc:st to make a
150,000 down paymt:nt 1>n the: sys
tt:m at a meeting in August. Tht:
down payment will �orne from the
BSU Pavilion construction fund.
Bids for tht: systt:m should be let
hy tht: end of August and the: �)'Stem
could ht: on line hy January, Kingston
said.
BSU now manually handles up to
600,000 tickets a year for special
events, Kingston said. The new �)'S
tem will reduce the number of per
sonnel needed to handlt: tickets and
will ht: hent:ficial in terms of control,
security and accounting, he said.
Another benefit is that tickt:ts for
events may he hought wt:ll in
advance, Kingston said.
And, ht: said, "It is possible for
somt: other organization that is hav
ing an activity anywhere in the area
to have BSU sell tht: tickets for
tht:m."
Evt:ntually, the University of Idaho
and Idaho State University could buy
terminals and link up with the main
computt:r housed in the BstJ Pavilion
to automate their ticket sales system.

the cost, a 50-cents per ticket con-
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Summer flies by
Visitors dance, march, study
Phyllis S. Weikart told students in her BSU summer
Weikart, an authority on rhythmic movement and
beginning recreational dancing, coordinates the
adult activity program of the University of Michigan's
physical education department.
One half of all third graders, one third of adult
males and twenty percent of adult females are not
rhythmically coordinated, she said.
Leading students in a vigorous folk dancing ses

times children can't achic:ve as well as other times,"
curriculum expert Dr. Conrad F. Toepfer told
teachers attending the BSU summer graduate educa
"You don't find kids growing at even rates. Why
do you assume the brain grows evenly? You cannot

rhythmic competen<.:y helps the learner master phys

assume a continuum of growth," he said. Research
has established that about 85 percent of the popula

readiness skills for reading and language

tion goes through brain growth spurts during several

development.

two-year cycles," he said.

Handicapped need music

2-4 years, 6-8, 10-12, and 14-16, he said.

Those spurts occur from 3-10 months of age, from

All children, especially the handicapped, need
told students at the thirteenth annual elementary
music eduators workshop at BSU june 28-July 2.
Pratt, a professor of music education at Brigham

Females usually go through a growth spurt during
-

fifth and sixth grades, while males experience a

growth spurt at about the ninth or tenth grade level,
he said.
Toepfer emphasized that for this reason, statisti

Young University, Provo, Utah, demonstrated how

cally girls tend to do much better academically dur

she teaches music through individualized programs.

ing junior high school, and boys usually do better in

Children with mild to moderate handicaps are
often mainstreamed into music classes, Pratt said, as
she: used a variety of musical instruments.
As workshop students join in on xylophones
autoharps. t11mbourines and bells, Pratt stressed

Phyllis S. Weikart tells her BSU summer physical

Brain growth spurts
"The brain really grows in stages, and at certain

ical skills found in sports and games and helps attain

music and can join in making it, Dr. Rosalie Pratt

education workshop students as they learn begin

els," she said.

tion core curriculum seminar june 14-1 S.

sion, Weikart told them that the attainment of

"We've got rhythm," recreational dance authority

"We need to know how to adjust to the needs of
different classes-to make music at all different lev

physical education workshop June 8-10.

the usc: of creative improvisation in music teaching.
"The key is to work with special techniques for
kids with special problems," she said.

their high school years. This fact should have a pro
found impact on curriculum planning, he said.
Toepfer is the associate director for the Center of
Curriculum Planning at the State University of New
York at Buffalo.
"You can say all you want about 'back to basics,'
but what is basic is at what level the child can
think," he said.

ning movement and dance techniques.

lt was summertime: 1982 at BSU. Drill tc:ams
man
..·hed. choral directors rc:hearsc:d, Business Week
high �chool Mudc:nts studied the: U.S. economy, and
gra(flo school<.·rs wrote microcomputer programs
using sounds, pktures and numbc:rs.
Among the new idea.., in the campus air were:
-the plight of women isolated in low-paying jobs,
-tht• nt'Cd to learn bask rhythm and dancing skills
-way� to teach musk to handicapped students,
-research on how the brain grows.

Displaced homemakers
At a Junt· displayed homemaker conference here,
partkipants were told that women are entering the
Amc:rican work force in c:ver-incn:asing numbers,
but they earn t:tr less than males because thc:y arc:
isolated in traditional sc:rvit-c: and clerical j�>bs.
Lazellc: Johnson, regional administrator for tht• U.S.
L:tbor Dc:partmc:nt's Women's Burc:au in Sc:attlc. told
ddegatc:s to the conft'renn: that women only c:arn

S9 cents for every S 1 a man earns.
Of 40 job categoric:s listed in Labor Department
statistics. Johnson said women only hold 20.
"Because of this occupational segregation. the
c:arnings gap is still quite wide." she said.
Tht· meetings at BSU were sponsored by Boise
State. the Idaho Displaced Homemakc:r Network. the:
State Board for Vocational Education, the Small Bus
iness Administration. and the: Private Industry Coun
cil of Idaho.

Dancing undenalued
"Dancing and moving rhythmically an: important
and oftc:n undervalued skills in our society. and most
of us want to exhibit them at lc:ast once in awhile:."

Forward, Marchi As fla9s waved and drums rolled, .nearly 150 marching band directors, drum majors, flag
corps and rifle squad leaders paraded In the 14th annual BSU marching workshop here in July. Melvin L. Shel
ton coordinated drill master specialists of Casavant Cavalcade of Performance in teaching marching show
manship for the crowd-pleasing marching events, including exhibition drill, flag and rifle shows and how to be
"the leader of the band."

People-on the Move������
and Incident reports.

HEALTH SCIENCES

STUDENT UNION
Dennie Freeburn was the commencement

Thoma• L. Kraker was installed as director of

speaker at Glenns Ferry Hrgh School ceremonres

the Region II activities of the American Soc1ety of

May 14.

RadiologiC Technologists July

La.

8 1n

New Orleans.

The three-year appointment followed his elec

ATHLETICS

tion to the board of directors of lhe nattonal asso

Boise State Unrversrty's sports information staff
has earned runner-up honors among Drvision 1-AA

zation in Idaho. Montana. Utah, Oregon.

member schools for its

Washington. Canada. and foreign countries

1981

football programs in

the annual contest conducted by the Col.ege

cration. He will coord1nate actrv1tres of the organi

The ASRT wrll closely monrtor progress toward

Sports Information Dtrectors of Amenca.

development of standards for 1tcens1ng of radio

ola, editOr of the programs. took second place rn

Kraker sa1d.

BSU's sports Information drrector Dave Mendi

Drstnct VII whrch rncludes Idaho and several other
mountam states In

1980 Mendiola's

staff also

placed second 1n the district while taking fifth
place in the national competrlton.
Critena used rn the program JUdgmg were
layout. desrgn and general edttorial content

12

logic technologrsts rn Idaho within three years.

Or. JoAnn T. Vahey also attended the ASRT New
Orleans meetings to present two workshops on the

Carol Seddon was the featured speaker at the
April

28 Junior

Achievement of Bonneville County

Future Unlimited Banquet.

CONTINUING EDUCATION
Bill Jeneen has been elected president-elect
and will become president next spring of the
Mountain Plains Adult Education Association.
The association includes members from Idaho.
Nevada. Utah. Arizona. New Mexico. Colorado.
and Wyoming.
Jensen is also currently serving as chairman for
Region VII of the Nat1onaiOnivers1ty Contmu1ng
Education Association.
Region VII. which will hold its annual meeting in

MUSIC
Wilber 0. Eliott and Catherine Eliott traveled to
Washington. D.C. and New York City for a com
bined business and pleasure trip this summer. Wil
attended the national board meeting of Music

Educators as the Idaho representative. and Cathe
rine attended a two-day workshop on marketing of
singers at the University of Maryland.

Connie Speake traveled this summer to New
York City to the Steinway piano factory where she
selected the concert grand which .has been
donated for the Morrison Center by the William
Dunkley family.

1982 first edi
Mu Phi Epsilon.

Madeleine Heu is included in the
tion of the directory Who's Who in
an international music fraternity.

legal respons1biltt1es and nghts of radiOlogic tech

Bo1se Oct. 10-12. cons1sts of Idaho. Oregon.

nologists and pat1ents. mclud1ng Informed consent

Washmgton. Montana. Alaska. and British

tional Piano Competition June 21-July 1 as a

patients' bill of nghts. essenttal communications.

Columbia.

member of the competition's advisory board.

Hsu attended the Sixth Gina Bachauer Interna

Budget cuts
(Continued from p•ge1)
The 11 faculty members were the only BSU
employees to lose their jobs, but another

7 positions

were lost to the cuts. Some of those positions �ere
vacant. In some cases employees transferred to other
departments or their salaries had to be absorbed by
non-appropriated funds.
Personnel cuts at BSU totaled about S519,000.
Another S619,000 was slashed from operating and
equipment budgets.
About S343,000 that was appropriated by the
legislature to offset inflation was taken off the top,
• 1982 Department of English
Boise Slate University

leaving most BSU departments to operate with the
same budget that they had last year. That represents
an actual cut of 10 percent because of inflation.
The biggest percentage cut came in the Depart
ment of Athletics, which lost S52,000, or 9 percent

The popular BSU poetic poster series PIPP (Poetry

from the state funded portion of its operating
budget.

-J.K Oack Kerouac) or "Words from the Subter

in Public Places) is on the air.

ranean" by Tom Bennick, a Mountain Home High

Tom Trusky, the Boise State English professor who
launched the highly visible poster series seven years

School teacher,
-BSU Communication major Teri Zrazik's

ago, has coordinated a program of taped oral poems

method for getting through a cold winter night

by Idaho poets. As in the printed PIPP series, a poem

according to Hoyle, "Contract Bridge Strategy."

will be featured on the tape for each of the coming
nine months.

That cut, said athletic director Gene Bleymaier,
will mean fewer travel opportunities for teams. Some
of the money will be replaced by "local" funds that
come from ticket revenue and booster donations.
Other cuts in the operating budget included:
-S50,000 from the Library.

Although Trusky is out of copies of the taped
Radio PIPP program, other stations may obtain the
series by sending a blank cassette tape with a return

Also like the printed posters, the radio tapes will
include commentaries about the poems and their

-S44,000 to reduce some department chairman
and secretaries from 10 month to 9 month

address to him at the BSU English Department, 1910
University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.

authors, who wrote the poetry while attending
Trusky's classes.

contracts.
- S ll,OOO in honoraria for cooperating teachers
in teacher education
-S85,000 in needed roofing repair.

The series, produced by the BSU English Depart
ment, will be mailed free of charge this fall to about

Keiser Speech

75 Idaho, Pacific Northwest, and Rocky Mountain
stations, many of which ace university or national
public radio broadcasters.
The short one to four minute programs are pro

azine cold-drill and an announcer for Boise radio sta

and a 1982 graduate of the University of Washington

Since the 1930's, business and industry, including

K]OT in Boise will introduce and explain the poems.
The poets themselves will read their own works.

the Boise Chamber of Commerce, have helped the

For BSU, that means its hase budget slipped from
S24.3 million ( FY 83 before cuts) to S23.2 million

school build on a "pragmatic foundation" that

(FY 83 after cuts).

responds to new educational approaches that ace

Using that hase figure, the Board voted to request

relevant to the needs of students," Keiser explained.

The first poem in the series, "R(unblings of a

a 7 percent increase in operating budgets to meet

And government support has allowed the univer

Microcomputer Chip" by Idaho Fa)ls poet John Leib
enthal, personifies a video brain as the listener hears
the thoughts of Tron and Pac Man through what

inflation. They also asked for 9 percent salary

sity to offer educational opportunities to everyone in

increases, hut didn't formally put that into the

the region.

budget request. No requests for items above "main

"It is this great American ideal of access and

Trusky calls "a veritable zoo of sounds."

poem is that the poet has used _

�

the human voice to recreate a computer voice,
which itself is often used to recreate the human
voice," Trusky said.
Among the first year's Radio PIPP series selections
ace:
-BSU Social Work Department chairman Doug
Yunker's "Valentines to the Rest of You,"
-Robert Barrett's April tax time blues, "I Don't
Wanta Work No More,"

tenance of current operations" were considered,

opportunity that has made Boise State University

except for additional funds to bring faculty salaries

inctusive rather than exclusive and permitted us to

more in line with other universities.

set achievement and excellence rather than birth,

The Board also asked the legislature to add S2.5

background, or ability-to-pay as our basic standards.

million to higher education budgets to replace the

"Those bright threads of church, business, and

S50 fee increase that was imposed this fall.
As deep as the cuts were, State Board members

state have been woven within the distinctive frame
of a city which is both the center of government and
enterprise in Idaho.

were warned that more could he in store this winter
if the economy does not improve.
Speaking to the Board in July, john Adreason of
the legislative Fiscal Office said the holdback repres

"A University with these foundations, in this set
ting, responsive but independent, aggressive but
accountable, focused but expansive, has a future

-Andrea Baskins' alphabetical argument between
a mother and her teenage son, "Take Out the
Garbage,"

with what we have with Boise State's usual commit

At the August State Board meeting, legislative fis
cal analyst john Franden predicted another 3-4 per

ment to do it better than anyone else."

cent holdback this winter.

"Scanning, Holistlc Encoding, and the Word
Superiority Affect" by Memory
been named a board

member of the Idaho Youth Ranch, Rupert. The

&

::;ognition,

"Asymmetric Parafoveal lnterference with

Oichoptic Presentations" by Perceptual and Motor

only Certified Educational Secretary in Idaho,

Skills,

Bronco Athletic Association for the past eight

Members of Parafoveal Letter Pairs" by Perception

Roberson has been corporate secretary of the
secretary I records

for graduate studies in education.

"Confusability and Interference between

&

Psychophysics.

"Feature Mlslocalizations and Misjudgments of

lntercharacter Distance" and "Masking and the

Identification of Characters Presented Simultane

PSYCHOLOGY

ously and Sequentially to the Parafovea" by Psy

Or. Garvin Chastaln has had the following arti

chological Research.

by Acta Psychologic&,

"Report Order Inversions: Feature Mislocaliza

tions or Difficulties in Left-Right Location Judg
ments?" by Journal of General Psychology,

As a result of his committee work during the

past year, the BSU Ubrary has received

on personnnel management.

33

books

BUSINESS
Dr. Roger Roderick will again be a member this

year of the personnel research committee of the
American Society for Personnel Administration.

Idaho Intermountain Chapter of the Association for

Systems Management at the organization's May
meeting.

Mar1ene

VouleAI was

13

elected chapter secretary.

Dr. Thoma• Stitzel has been named a board

member of the Boise Chapter of the American Red

ECONOMICS

HISTORY

tee selected by Mayor Dick Eardley to study the

Cross.

Dr. Robert C.

OJ. John Mitchell has

Sima has been elected

to a two

year renewable term on the Board of the Associa
tion for the Humanities for Idaho. The board estab
lishes association policies and acts on grant

cles accepted for publication during the past year:
"Violation of the Retinal Acuity Gradient In a

don't think will take place," he said.

"We have no choice hut to do the best we can

BSU English graduate from Burley.

EDUCATION

ented a "minimum amount. That figure is based on
an economic recovery in the spring of 1983 that I

dependent primarily upon our abilities to sustain
and guide it," Keiser added.

-"Nuclear Innocence" by Bret Fowler, a 1982

Detec1ion Task"

"base" for next year. Thus, funds held hack will not
be restored in fiscal year 1984.

compensate in standard ways."

Law School, and Art Gregory, an announcer for

manager

At its August meeting the Board voted to use the
current budget, which includes the cuts, as the

dedication to a cause greater than our ability to

just's wife Rinda, Blackfoot, also a BSU graduate

years, and was recently named

Education left little hope: that the deleted programs
will be restored.

ing and of self-sacrifice among faculty and staff, of

PIPP November selection.

Roberson has

For the near future at lc:ast, the State Board of

which form the foundation ot the school and make
BSU "special and quite different from others," Keiser
explained.
He cited the church for instilling a "spirit of car

tion KGEM. just's poem "Trust Me" is the Radio

Ernie

Financial Affairs hy S6 I ,OOO and Student Affairs hy
S24,000.

(Continued from page 1)

duced on tapes donated by BSU graduate james just,
Firth, a former editor of the university's literary mag

"The irony of the

All together, academic departments reduced their
operating budgets by S103,000, the division of

proposals.

future o f Boise's downtown.

SOCIOLOGY

OJ. RlcMrd

Baker attended the eight-week

summer seminar

"Karl Marx: An Interdisciplinary
ol California in Los

Analysis" at the University

Angeles this summer. The seminar. sponsored by

the National Endowment for the Humanities, was

DATA PROCESSING

Sieve Maloney was

been named to a commit

elected president of the

directed b y Dr. John Elliott of the UCLA Depart
ment of Economics.
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BSU offers fitness tests
same type: of testing that is available at the U.S.
Olympic Training Center at Colorado Springs, Colo.
"Many large corporations in the U.S. have fitness
courses and exercise and testing equpment for their
personnel. We're glad to offer these services, too,"
Murray said.
Costs for the performance testing range upward
from

S75

for a complete fitness appraisal for BSU

students to

S125

for the general public.

For funher information about the BSU human
performance testing laboratory facilities and tests,
contact the Boise: State Physical Education
Department,
telephone

1910 University Drive,
385-1570.

Boise, ID

83725,

BAA Board picks
1982-83 members
During its july

20

meeting, the Bronco Athletic

Association Board of Directors approved the
appointment of several new hoard members.
Elected to the Board to serve three-year terms
were: H. David Croft, D,.D.S., Caldwell; C. L. "Butch"
Otter, JR. Simplot Co.; Bill Quong of William Quong
Farms; Robert Rehholtz, Agri Beef Co.; and Ron
West, Fenwick Realty.
Ernie Hoidal, attorney, and Kay Rourke of CBI
were appointed for the
Getting tested at BSU's new human performance
laboratory

1982-83 fiscal year. The BAA

hoard of directors meets once a month to manage
the business affairs of the Association.

By Jocelyn Fannin

Breathe deeply now. What is your blood pressure?

No. A human performance testing laboratory is

Charles Wilson

t."\'aluation. and periodic re-testing.

photography and computer analysis.
Manned by BSU PE professors Robc:n Murray and
Ross Vaughn, the lab is also being used for BSU
physical education classes in biomechanics or
kinesiology-the study of motion. as well as Boise:

David Kelley

BAA names officers
The Bronco Athletic Association recently
announced its executive officers for the 1982-83 fis
cal year. Charles H. Wilson, KBOI AM & FM radio,
will serve as president of the association . The vice
presidenq position will be handled hy David H. Kel·
ley of Western Appliance, Inc.
The BAA is a non-profit organization whose: pur
pose is to help careate and maintain, through finan
cial suppon. athletic excellence: at Boise: State Uni
\'ersity. Donated funds are used each year to help
underwrite athletic scholarships and other depan
mental costs.

running but possess as many injuries as miles on the
old running shoes." according to a recent flyer sent
to fJculty and staff.
Also offered to BSU employees is a training
program for novice runners.

Five other individuals were selected for the inau
gural induction ceremony. They are: Larry jackson,
Tony Knap, Edie Lodge, jim McMillan and Dave
Wilcox.
Smith, who retired after the

1980-81

academic

year, is a former football, baseball and basketball
coach and athletic director at Boise State. Smith
carne to Boise junior College in

1946 as

basketball

coach and assistant football coach. In 1947, he took
over the reins of the BJC football program and had

1973 NCAA down

1950

Little Rose

the St. Louis Cardinals, Chicago Cubs, and Philadel·
phia Phillies. He won

24 games for the Cubs in 1964
1968 with 193 wins.

and finished his pro career in

He is currently living in Boise and is the vice
president of Capital Planning Services.
Knap, a graduate of the University of Idaho, was a
successful high school and college coach before
coming to Boise in
ball coach. His

1968 as the Broncos' head foot
1971 team defeated Chico State in

the Camellia Bowl. Boise State won three straight
Big Sky titles

( 1973·74-75) under

Knap and went to

the Division II playoffs all three years. He left BSU to
take the head job at the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas prior to the

1976

campaign.

Lodge played for Lyle Smith in

1953 and 1954 and

was named All-American before going to the College

of Idaho where he was an All-American quanerback.
McMillan, a Caldwell native, was Boise State's

Two training programs are offered by the lab to
possible for those: who disdain running or who "love

national championship status.

Lodge is currently a district judge in Caldwell.

State's athlc:tic training education program.
BSll personnel this fall. Fitness throush swimming is

the Hall of Fame at Boise State. Shaw and both foot
ball teams were placed in the hall by vinue of their

jackson was the tailback on the

such St."nict."s as an exercise prescription, a weight

improve: their abilities with the help of high spc:c:d

Smith was inducted into the National Association
of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACOA) Hall of
Fame last year, which automatically placed him in

Bowl team and later played professional baseball for

nmtrol program. a blood workup, a total fitness

high school, college and recreational athletes to

NCAA Division IAA National Championship

football team head the list of inductees.

rently lives in jackson Hole, WY.

If you'rt." interested, you can be provided with

Tests available at the: laboratory will also enable

1980

school dropped skiing as a team spon. Shaw left

The laboratory offers you tests for your fitness

oc dt.-signc:d for you.

1958 National jun

Boise State and became a professional racer. He cur

appraisal and analysis of your athletic skills.

wt."aknc:sses. Then an individual training program can

Lyle Smith, Billy Shaw and the

ior College Championship football team and the

hill skiing title for Boise State College before the

now opt."n to the public at Boise State University.

general fitness and identify your strengths and

honor of the initial inductees. A special halftime
presentation will honor the charter members.

Shaw, from Ketchum, won the

Is this the astronaut training program?

Results of the tests may be: used to determine your

30.

The game between BOise State and the University of
Idaho has been tabbed the "Hall of Fame" game in

Eleanor now reside in Boise.

r.ttt."?

and agility.

University Sports Hall of Fame on Saturday, Oct.

1950 team went to the Little Rose
1958 team won the National junior
College Championship by beating Tyler, TX, 22-0 in
Boise. In his 20 years as the head football coach at
Boise junior College, he compiled a 162-26-6
record, an 83.5'X, winning average. Lyle and his wife

Your carbon dioxide production? Rt:spiratory
t."Xchangt." ratio? Breathing frequency? Maximal heart

strt."ngth, flexibility, body composition, reaction time

Seven individuals and two national championship
football teams will be inducted into the Boise State

Bowl and his

Electrodes in place? Mouth gear positioned?
Trt."admill a<:tivated?

The: human performance laboratory will also give

make Hall of Fame

great success. His

BSU News Services

you tt.-sts for oxygen consumption, lung function.

7 people, 2 teams

Broncos in condition
Boise State University football coach jim Criner
wa'i very unhappy with his team's performance in
the annual BSU Alumni Game which took place last
May. But, the Broncos' poor showing may ha,·e been

quanerback in

1972·73·74.

He was named to the

Associated Press All-American first team. He holds a
number of Big Sky Conference and Boise State pass
ing records, while quanerbacking the Broncos into
three consecutive Division II playoffs. McMillan is
the only player to ever have his jersey retired by
Boise: State. He is first in career passing in the BSC
and BSU history and first in sin�le season passing.
McMillan is currently the head football coach at

individualized computerized daily log designed for

a blessing in disguise. Criner put the players on a
strict conditioning program for the summer months
and told the players to he ready to play when they
return. It appears as though the Broncos are ready to

them.

play.

early 60's before transferring to the University of

Included in the regime for swimmers will be
recreational morning, noon, and evening group
swimming times. Runners may have an

A mc:c:ting for employees interested in !twimming
is planned at the lab on the first floor of the old BSU
Gym, Sept.

13 at 7 p.m., and fledgling runners are
14 at 7 p.m.

asked to meet there Sept.

And in the future for BSU employees?? Weight
training programs.
According to Murray, the laboratory offers the

14

The Broncos got two-a-day sessions underway in
late August with 99 players turning out. According
to Criner. the 1982 squad has progressed better than
any of his teams over the past six years.
The season and home opener for the Broncos is
against Cal State-Fullenon on Sept. 11 at 7 p.m. in
Bronco Stadium.

Homedale High School.
Wilcox played for Boise junior College in the
Oregon. He was selected by the San Francisco 49ers
in the third round of NFL draft. He was named to the
NFC All-Star team in

1971, 1972 and 1973. In

addi

tion, he was selected to play in the Pro Bowl in

1966-68-69-71-72-73. Wilcox retired from profes
1975. He makes his home in

sional football in

Eugene, OR. where he owns a health club.
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-

Mt. Fuji prints
at Union

-: . �.
.....

.

A series of 18 woodblock prints of
Mt. Fuji by the japanese artist Kiyoshi
Saito will be displayed Sept. 1-30 in
the Boise State University Student
Union second floor lobby.
Saito is internationally known as
one of Japan's leading woodblock
printers. His art has been
exhibited at major museums and cul
tural centers in Europe, the Middle
East, Asia, South America and the
United States. He has been commis
sioned twice by Time magazine for
cover portraits of Japanese prime
ministers.
The exhibit, sponsored by the BSU
Student Activities Office, is open to
the public at no charge.

Consul's visit,

ture of Dorian Gray, The Importance
of Being Earnest, De Profundis and
The Ballad of Reading Gaol.

'Wilde Spirit'
staged here

·

Canadian art
launch minor

Ashton is currently appearing in
the Public Broadcasting System tele
vision production Passionate Pilgrim

The one-man dramatic musical

and has appeared for two seasons in

portrayal of playwright Oscar Wilde,
The Wilde spirit, will be staged Sept.

John R Sharpe, the consul-general

ABC-1V's Three's Company.

of Canada, will visit Boise State Uni

21 in the BSU Student Union
Ballroom.

versity Sept. 15 to launch a new BSU

Health program
accredited

Kerry Ashton, winner of Los
Angeles Civic Star awards for best
play, actor and director for the pro
duction, will enact the witty and

The Environmental Health baccala

poetic dramatist in the performance,

contemporary Canadian Indian art
show and reception.

People of the Cedar, an exhibit of
Canadian northwest coastal Indian

Carol Rlnnert

reate program at Boise State has

which will begin at 8 p.m.

Canadian studies program with a

received provisional accreditation

Tickets will be available at the Stu

from the National Accreditation

dent Union information booth, and

Council for Environmental Health

prices will be announced later.
Tbe Wilde Spirit is sponsored by

Curricula.
Graduates of the four-year program

the BSU Student Activities Office.

qualify for the Environmental Health

In the one-man play, Wilde returns

�t�er� g���
Fulbright

Specialist examination of the Idaho

from the dead to talk directly to his

Dr. Carol Rinnert, assistant profes

State Personnel Commission and for

audience about his triumphs and

potential employment with health

tragedies. Included in the play are

agencies and industries, Dean Victor

excerpts from Wilde's plays The Pic-

sor of English, has been awarded a
Fulbright scholarship to teach Eng
lish and linguistics in North Yemen.

Duke said.

Rinnert, 35, and her husband plan
to leave Boise Sept. 12 for a I0month stay in the Yemen Arab
Republic. She will teach at Sanaa Uni

ALUMNI MEMBERS QUALIFY FOR GROUP MEDICAL INSURANCE

versity in Sanaa, the capital city of
North Yemen, which is at the south

Due to a significant number of requests, the Boise State University Alumni
association is in the process of preparing a group medical insurance program
to be made available to members.
Please complete the information questionnaire below and return it to the
BSU Alumni Association, 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725. This form
will provide basic information regarding alumni interest.
We are continuously striving to attain advantageous benefits for our alums,
and sincerely appreciate your time and effort in completing this questionnaire.

em tip of the Arabian Peninsula, just
south of Saudi Arabia.
Rinnert, who teaches and coordi
nates English as a second language, is
one of 800 Americans being sent
abroad for the 1982-83 academic
year under the Fulbright exchange
program.
The Fulbright scholarship, estab
lished by Congress in 1946, is

BSU ALUMNI MEDICAL INSURANCE QUESTIONNAIRE

designed to increase mutual under
standing between the people of the .

Name:

--------��-

Sex:

Age:
Occupation:

'

Address:

....

years to have the experience of
teaching abroad," said Rinnert, a BSU
professor for eight years.
"I talked to the man who was there

City, State & Zip

(North Yemen) last year and he said
the people seemed to be more open

Phone Number:

to outsiders than people in other

Number of Dependent Children:

Age:

Return to:

---

--

Arab countries," she said.
Rinnert described North Yemen as

------

________
�---------------------------

Occupation:

countries.
"I've been hoping for a couple of

__________
_

•

Spouse's Name:

United States and people of other

_____
_ _ _ _ ________
�
-----

BSU Alumni Office
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725

13th century in some villages and
19th century in Sanaa where she will
be.
"It's not as restrictive as Saudia
Arabia for women. Women can drive
cars and don't have to go to the back

of the bus," she said.

prints and carvings, will be on view
at the BSU Museum of Art Sept. 60ct. I.
The gallery on the first floor of the
BSU Liberal Arts Building is open
from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Mondays through
Fridays.
The People of the Cedar are from
seven Canadian Indian tribes-the
Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian, Kwakuitl,
Bella Coola, Nootka and Salish-who
have had in common for thousands of
years a dependence on salmon for
food and the cedar tree for almost
every other aspect of their daily lives.
The People of the Cedar exhibit
will display masks, clothing, bowls,
boxes, paintings and totems, all made
by modem Canadian Indians from
the great trees.
Last spring, BSU was awarded a
S6,000 grant from the Canadian
government to plan the minor, the
first to be offered in an Idaho school.
BSU history professor Patricia Ourada
will direct that planning this fall.
Boise State will be one of only a
handful of colleges and universities
with programs in Canadian studies,
two of which are such prestigious
schools as Duke University and the
johns Hopkins University School of
Advanced International Studies.
According to an Aug. 4 article in

the1 Chronicle of Higher Education,
most Americans have had a simplistic
view of Canada and Canadians, and
are ignorant of events in Canadian
history and politi<:s. Canadian studies
are not well established at most U.S.
institutions, the Chronicle said.
The study of Canada provides the
best comparison with the United
States for historians, political scien
tists and economists who want to
teach their subjects from a compara
tive point of view, and travel to study
Canada is relatively inexpensive, the

Chronicle said
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You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you as a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself, your
brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone who ever
:mended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their current addresses.
Many thanks for covering this very special "beat" for FOCUS. Send to FOCUS, Alumni
Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83 725.
Name

City, State, Zip
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